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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Thursday, October 3, 2019
(Aula Magna – Main Building of UBB, 1 Mihail Kogălniceanu St.)
08.30 – 09.00: Registration
09.00 – 09.30: Opening speech
09.30 – 10.00: 100 years of Cluj Geography
10.00 – 11.00: Awarding distinctions, medals and diplomas
11.00 – 11.30: Coffee break
11:30 – 13.30: Awarding titles of Profesor Honoris Causa
13.30-15.00: Lunch break
15.00 – 18.00: Plenary sessions
18.00 – 21.30: Gala dinner

Friday, October 4, 2019 (Building of the Faculty of Geography, 5-7 Clinicilor St.)
8.00 – 9.00: Registration
9.00 – 11.30: Paper sessions
11.30 – 13.00: Unveiling statue
13.00 – 15.00: Lunch break
15.00 – 18.00: Paper sessions
18.00 – 19.00: Conclusions
19.00: Gala dinner
October 5 – 6, 2019
8.00 – 17.00: Field trip
Route: Cluj-Napoca – Turda – Alba Iulia – Baru Mare- Cluj-Napoca
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
Adina Eliza Croitoru - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Adrian Grozavu - Professor, PhD - Iași, Romania
Alexandru Ilieș - Professor, PhD - Oradea, Romania
Benedek Jozsef - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Bogdan Suditu - Associate Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Cătălina Ancuța - Associate Professor, PhD - Timişoara, Romania
Cecília Mezei - PhD Researcher - Pecs, Hungary
Constantin Rusu - Professor, PhD - Iași, Romania
Corneliu Iațu - Professor, PhD - Iași, Romania
Cristian Tălângă - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Christoph Waack – Professor, PhD - University of Leipzig
Dan Bălteanu - Acad. Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Dănuț Petrea - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Doriano Castaldini - Professor, PhD - Modena, Italy
Dorina Ilieș - Professor, PhD - Oradea, Romania
Erhard Schulz - Professor, PhD - Würzburg, Germany
Florin Pendea - Associate Professor, PhD - Lakehead, Canada
Florina Grecu - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
François-Olivier Seys - Professor, PhD - Lille, France
Gheorghe Șerban - Associate Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Grigore Posea - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Horia Iulian Holobâcă – Assoc. Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ioan Aurel Irimuș - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ioan-Cristian Iojă - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Ioan Ianoș - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Jean-Marie Miossec - Professor, PhD - Montpellier, France
Laura Comănescu - Professor, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Laurent Touchart - Professor, PhD - Orléans, France
Lucian Drăguț - Associate Professor, PhD - Timişoara, Romania
Maria Rădoane - Professor, PhD - Suceava, Romania
Marcin Solarz - Associate Professor, PhD - Warsaw, Poland
Mario Panizza - Professor, PhD - Modena, Italy
Markus Stoffel - Professor, PhD - Geneva, Switzerland
Monica Dumitrașcu - Researcher, PhD - Bucharest, Romania
Nagy Egon - Lecturer, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Nicolae Josan - Professor, PhD - Oradea, Romania
Nicolae Popa - Professor, PhD - Timişoara, Romania
Peter Jordan -Professor, PhD - Vienna, Austria
Petre Brețcan - Associate Professor, PhD - Târgovişte, Romania
Petre Gâștescu - Professor, PhD doc. - Bucharest, Romania
Petru Urdea - Professor, PhD - Timişoara, Romania
Pompei Cocean - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Raularian Rusu - Associate Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ronan Paddison, Professor, PhD - Glasgow, Scotland
Sandu Boengiu - Professor, PhD - Craiova, Romania
Sorin Pavel – Lecturer, PhD - Timişoara, Romania
Ștefan Dezsi - Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Sándor Zsolt Kovács – PhD Researcher Pecs, Hungary
Timar Gabor - Associate Professor, PhD - Budapest, Hungary
Vasile Efros - Professor, PhD - Suceava, Romania
Vasile Zotic - Associate Professor, PhD - Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Vincent Dubreuil - Professor, PhD - Rennes, France
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Ana Maria Pop Researcher, PhD
Cristina Bolog Lecturer, PhD
Csaba Horváth Lecturer, PhD
Dănuț Petrea Professor, PhD
Filip Ipatiov Lecturer, PhD
Ioan Fodorean Associate Professor, PhD
Iuliu Vescan Associate Professor, PhD
Ionela Răchită Researcher, PhD
Șerban Gheorghe Associate Professor, PhD
Sanda Roșca Researcher, PhD
Ștefan Bilașco Associate Professor, PhD
Titus Man Associate Professor, PhD
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Plenary sessions (Thursday, October 3, 2019)
Room Aula Magna-Main Building of UBB

15.00 – 18.00

1. PĂCURAR Alexandru, Lucrările Institutului de Geografie al Universității din Cluj Travaux de l'Institut de Geographie de l'Universite de Cluj (Roumanie) (1922-1947) [The
Proceedings of the Institute of Geography of the University of Cluj];
2. JORDAN Peter, Cultural landscapes as anchors of stability and identity under changing
political conditions - shown by examples from eastern Europe;
3. PETREA Dănuț, Institutul de Geografie din Cluj 1919-1947 – temelia Școlii Geografice
Clujene;
4. SCHULTZ Erhard, HUSSEIN Almohamad, SANI Ibrahim, Drugs, flight, and migration.
A comparison of North-and West-Africa, NearEast and Europe;
5. COCEAN Pompei, DAVID Nicoleta, Un siècle de collaboration géographique francoroumaine à Cluj;
6. MIOSSEC Jean-Marie, Réflexions sur régions et régionalisation : maillage et
gouvernance;
7. URDEA Petru, Câteva repere ale începuturilor geomorfologiei la universitatea clujană
8. IAȚU Corneliu, Geographical relations between Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași
and Babeș University-Bolyai of Cluj-Napoca during 1919-2019;
9. WAACK Christoph, Sustainable urban mobility – about the significance of cycling in
everyday traffic and tourism;
10. HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian, POP Olimpiu, ALEXE Mircea, RĂCHITĂ Ionela, TEMERDEKIVAN Kinga, POPESCU Sorin Hadrian Expedițiile științifice ale Facultății de Geografie
în Caucaz.

Unveiling statue (Friday, October 4, 2019)
Unveiling statue

11.30-13.00
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Dynamics and Territorial Impact of Physical-Geographic Processes and
Phenomena
9.00 – 11.30

Room 22
Moderators: ONACA Alexandru, ȘERBAN Gheorghe

1. ARDELEAN Florina, DORNIK Andrei, CHEȚAN Marinela, ONACA Alexandru,
Assessment of recent vegetation changes in permafrost areas from West Siberia using
Google Earth Engine;
2. BĂTINAȘ Răzvan, ȘERBAN Gheorghe, Maximum Flow Variability and Floods
Characteristics in Sălaj County;
3. BULGARIU Dumitru, JURAVLE Doru, BULGARIU Laura, RUSU Constantin, Resursele
minerale secundare din România – starea actuală şi persepective de valorificare;
4. CROITORU Adina-Eliza, MAN Titus Cristian, ZOTIC Vasile, ALEXANDRU DianaElena, BARTOK Blanka, MOLDOVAN Ciprian Sandu, DOLEAN Bogdan-Eugen, Solar
and wind energy potential and production in Cluj County;
5. GEACU Sorin, Raul Călinescu, fondatorul biogeografiei românești - al treilea doctor in
geografie al Universității clujene;
6. GRECU Florina, “Temelia” Școlii clujene de Geografie - semnificaţie naţională;
7. HORODNIC Vasilică-Dănuț, BISTRICEAN Petruț-Ionel, MIHĂILĂ Dumitru, EFROS
Vasile, Assessing spatio-temporal dynamics of land cover and land use change processes.
Case study: Suceava drainage basin on Romanian territory;
8. INDRIEȘ Andrei, Studii geografice în Munții Apuseni și cu deosebire în jurul Beiușului;
9. IRIMUȘ Ioan-Aurel, Geomorfologia Clujeană în an centenar;
10. LEONE Frédéric, Déconstruction, limites et enjeux d’un PPRn «Volcan» en Martinique
(Antilles françaises);
11. MAIER Narcis, FEȘNIC Bianca, Estimarea circulației sistemelor convective. Studiu de
caz: luna Iulie 2014-2018, zona de Nord-Vest a României.
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Dynamics and Territorial Impact of Physical-Geographic Processes and
Phenomena
15.00 – 17.00

Room 22
Moderators: RUSU Constantin, RĂCHITĂ Ionela Georgiana

1. MENȚIU Gabriela, Schimbări de mediu ale zonelor de nisipuri din Nord-Vestul României,
induse de lucrările de hidroameliorare începând din anul 1871 până în present;
2. MOCANU Nicolae, BARBARIE Manuela, ALBU Anca, Atmosheric phenomena of Risk
in Bucharest. Case study Frezeeing rain between 24 -29 January 2019;
3. MOLDOVAN Florin, TUDOSE Traian, Some meteorological considerations regarding
the day of November 3, 1919;
4. PETRESCU Sorin Hadrian, HOSU Maria, PETREA Dănuț, The mapping of fluvial
geomorphic complex of Timiș valley (Caransebeș-Lugoj sector);
5. POP Olimpiu, RĂCHITĂ Ionela Georgiana, HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian, Ten years of
dendrochronological research in the Faculty of Geography at the Babes-Bolyai University
of Cluj-Napoca, Romania;
6. RUS Dumitru, Prezentare de carte;
7. RUSU Constantin, Despre sol şi resursa funciară din România – realitate sau mistificare!
8. SANISLAI Daniel Nicușor, PIȚIG Nicoleta, Viiturile de pe râul Crasna și impactul
acestora asupra așezării Domănești, în intervalul 1979-2014 / Flash floods on the river
Crasna and their impact on settlement Domănești, between 1979-2014;
9. SCHULZ Erhard, ALMOHAMAD Hussein, BENCSIK Attila, CACOVEAN Horea,
HALL Mathias, Fire on the mountain. Disturbance and regeneration in deciduous and
conifer forests;
10. ȘERBAN Gheorghe, BĂTINAȘ Răzvan, Water resources and hydro balance in Sălaj
County.
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Dynamics and Territorial Impact of Physical-Geographic Processes and
Phenomena
Poster Session
9.00 – 17.00
1. BĂTINAȘ Răzvan, CORPADE Ciprian, RUS Ioan, CORPADE Ana-Maria, Study of
Physico-Chemical Parameters of Water Resources in Strâmbu-Băiuț Protected Area;
2. COMĂNESCU Laura, NEDELEA Alexandru, DOBRE Robert, The geomorphodiversity
map – a useful instrument for supporting the decision-making process in geotourism. Case
study: Central sector of Bucegi Mountains (Southern Carpathians, Romania);
3. GRECU Florina, TEODOR Mădălina, RĂDULESCU Carmen Camelia, Geohistory of
cartography of geomorphological risks in Romania – general aproach;
4. IANĂȘ Ana-Neli, GERMAIN Daniel, VOICULESCU Mircea, Direct and indirect effects
of snow vole (Chionomys nivalis) activity in Parâng Mountains, Southern Carpathians,
Romania;
5. ILIEȘ Dorina Camelia, HERMAN Grigore, CACIORA Tudor, ILIEȘ Alexandru, BAIAS
Ștefan, The characteristics of the microclimate within a storage of National Archives in
Bihor County;
6. JURAVLE Doru-Toader, URSU Adrian, CHELARIU C., JURAVLE V., Lithofacial and
tectono-structural reflex in post-moldavian morphogenesis from Obcina Mare (Eastern
Carpathians);
7. MANOIU Valentina-Mariana, Brief history of teachers and nature lovers in Blaj and
certain local specificities of nature protection;
8. NENIU Adelina, BOENGIU Sandu, Distribution of tapping processes and their effects in
the field of Dranic Salcuta;
9. RĂCHITĂ Ionela Georgiana, POP Olimpiu Traian, HOTEA Mihai, CHIȘ Vasile Timur,
HORVATH Csaba, Snow-avalanche frecquency reconstructed from tree-rings in
Maramureş Mountains (Eastern Carpathians, Romania);
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10. SCRIPCĂ Andreea-Sabina, CROITORU Adina-Eliza, Analysis of the relationship
between Universal Thermal Climate Index and heat and cold waves in the most populated
cities in Romania.

Socio-economic Resources and Sustainable Development
Room 43 George Vâlsan Amphitheatre
Moderators: ILIEȘ Marin, POP Ana-Maria

9.00 – 11.30

1. BOAMFĂ Ionel, Chrono-spatial Distribution of Electoral Variables in the Romanian
Space;
2. BOLOG Cristina, TALPOȘ Loredana Maria, Main characteristics of incoming travel
packages in Romania. Study case tours including Cluj-Napoca;
3. CRUCERU Cristina-Maria, Efectele populației transhumante în păstrarea elementelor
tradiționale din orașul Novaci;
4. HAVADI NAGY Kinga Xenia, ESPINOSA SEGUI Ana, Experiences of Communitybased tourism in rural Romania: chances and challenges;
5. ILIEȘ Gabriela, SIMION Simona-Alina, ILIEȘ Marin, HOTEA Mihai, BUMBAK SilviuVasile, Content analysis and related interpretation models regarding the hiking trails of
Creasta Cocoșului with focus on texts describing ex-ante and ex-post experience;
6. IVAN Kinga, HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian-Horia, BENEDEK József, TÖRÖK Ibolya, Potential of
Night-Time Light Imagery to measure regional inequality in Romania;
7. LĂZĂRESCU Luminița-Mirela, History of research on the quality of housing in
international and national literature;
8. MATEI Daniela, The urban gardens, between green space and food utility;
9. NAGY Egon, LAKATOS Artur, Pipelines for Energy, Interests for Companies and Great
Powers;
10. POP Ana-Maria, HOGNOGI Gheorghe-Gavrilă, Romania – an underappreciated tourist
destination?
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Socio-economic Resources and Sustainable Development
9.00 – 11.30

Room 52
Moderators: MEZEI Cecília, BODOCAN Voicu

1. BODOCAN Voicu, HORVATH Csaba, POP Olimpiu, Spatial Evolution of Tisa River as
International Boundary;
2. CHITA Simona Monica, Etnografia și folclorul – rolul lor în păstrarea identității
românești;
3. DRĂGAN Magdalena, Churches and monasteries in Northern Transylvania as tourist
landmarks;
4. HORECZKI Réka, Small towns in the shadow of a big cities (Urban areas in Pécs and
Cluj-Napoca);
5. IPATIOV Filip, Demographic projections with DemoProj – Spectrum. Testing for LAU2;
6. KOVÁCS Sándor Zsolt, MEZEI Cecília, Necessity and opportunities of a local potential
model;
7. MARIN Viorel-Alin, Studiul de caz – metodă de învățare eficientă a potențialului turistic
al lacurilor sărate din Slănic Prahova;
8. MUREŞAN Gabriela Alina, LUNG Mădălin Sebastian, Changes in the Active Population
Structure of Petroşani Depression;
9. OPREA Marius George, BENCHEA Alexandru, Urban Tourism Development: A Case
Study of Accessible Tourism in Cluj-Napoca;
10. POPESCU Liliana, NIȚĂ Amalia, Cross-border cooperation programmes – from premises
to achievements. Tourism in Romania-Serbia border region as case study.

Socio-economic Resources and Sustainable Development
Room 43 George Vâlsan Amphitheatre

15.00 – 17.00

Moderators: SOLARZ Marcin, RUSU Eugen
1. RUSU Eugen, BOBRIC Diana Elena, BREĂBAN Iuliana Gabriela, BENGHEA
Alexandra, Reconfiguration of the wine territory's of Romania after 1989;
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2. SOLARZ Marcin, The Global North-South Atlas: Mapping Global Change;
3. SURD Vasile, PARASCHIV Viorel, Lumini şi umbre în evoluţia seculară a Geografiei
Clujene;
4. TIMIȘ Minodora, Demography, Education, Health and Culture in Cluj Metropolitane
Zone (Apahida, Aiton, Baciu, and Borșa communes);
5. TOFAN George-Bogdan, NIŢĂ Adrian, Agricultural land and activities in Mureș county;
6. VASILIȚĂ-CRĂCIUN Ileana-Cristina, Viața și obiceiurile din satul Salva, valori ale
peisajului cultural;
7. VÎLCEA Cristiana, ȘOȘEA Cristina, POPESCU Liliana, New perspectives on
demographic risks in Oltenia’s small towns;
8. VODIȚĂ Adrian, BARTA András-István, SCHUSTER Eduard, RABOȘAPCA Irina,
CIOANCA Lia-Maria, The Cultural Landscape as a Factor of Tourism Development in
the Transylvanian Plain.

Socio-economic Resources and Sustainable Development
Poster Session
9.00 – 17.00
1. BISTRICEAN Petruț-Ionel, MIHĂILĂ Dumitru, EFROS Vasile, HORODNIC VasilicăDănuț, Utilizarea metodelor de analiza SIG în determinarea accesibilității turiștilor spre
stațiunile balneoclimatice, climatice și localitățile cu factori terapeutici naturali din
Moldova;
2. BOLOSIN Ionela- Roxana, BUZATU Mioara- Mădălina, BREJE Mihai-Grațian,
BILAȘCO Ștefan, “Valea Jiului” – de la minerit la dezvoltare durabilă;
3. CIANGĂ Nicolae, DEZSI Ștefan, OPREA Marius-George, Place and role of tourism
geography in higher education in Romania;
4. MUNTEAN Octavian-Liviu, BUZILĂ Liviu, MĂCICĂȘAN Vlad, MALOȘ Cristian,
ROȘIAN Gheorghe, BACIU Nicolae, Environmental impact assessment (A case study:
Sighişoara – Târnava Mare Protected Area - Rosci0227, Romania);
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5. NIȚĂ Amalia, Perception and valorisation of industrial heritage in Craiova city,
Romania;
6. OPREAN-CRAȘOVEANU Daniel-Marcel, IRIMUȘ Ioan-Aurel, MOLDOVAN CrinaLavinia, CUNTAN Lucia, Zgomotul urban şi anchete legate de sănătate. Studiu de caz –
municipiul Alba Iulia;
7. TEODORESCU Camelia, DUCMAN Andrei, POP Vasile, SZEMKOVICS Laurentiu,
RADOI Irina-Valentina, BIRA Nicoleta, Tourist’s perception in the community of legend
tourism in Romania - Dracula tourism;
8. TEODORESCU Camelia, RADOI Irina-Valentina, POP Vasile, DUCMAN Andrei, BIRA
Nicoleta, The socio-economic advantages of the residents of bran as consequence of the
development of legend tourism.

Planning, management and territorial development
9.00 – 11.30

Room 57 Tiberiu Morariu
Moderators: IOJA Cristian, RUSU Raularian

1. BÎRSĂNUC Elena-Manuela, MAN Titus-Cristian, Gender Gap in Higher Education.
Enrollment Data from “Babeș-Bolyai” University;
2. CHIRIȚĂ Viorel, Perspectives of the Territorial Planning in Bukovina;
3. DOHOTAR Vasile, Real estate market in Floresti, Cluj county. Evolution and trends;
4. POPA Nicolae, European Capital of Culture and local dynamics: Timișoara and Novi
Sad;
5. HODOR Nicolaie, Momente de răscruce dintr-un secol de activitate geografică
românească. Privire specială asupra situației de la Cluj;
6. HOSSU Constantina-Alina, IOJA Ioan-Cristian, MITINCU Cristina, ARTMANN
Martina, HERSPERGER Anna, Assessing the quality of Romania's Local Environmental
Action Plans;
7. IOJA Cristian, NIȚĂ Mihai, BREUSTE Jurgen, Urban protected areas - a new way to
promote sustainability in urban planning?
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8. KOBULNICZKY Bela, Forum Theatre? Method of temporary participatory planning of
the Someșul Mic river in Cluj-Napoca, Romania;
9. MAN Titus-Cristian, RUSU Raularian, MOLDOVAN Ciprian-Sandu, BÎRSĂNUC ElenaManuela, How smart is smart enough? Mobility and urban development in Cluj
Metropolitan Area;
10. MĂRAN Petru Daniel, KOSINSZKI Sorin Alin, BILCEC Maria Emilia, Using GIS
technology for mapping and analysis of tourist flows from Sighetu Marmatiei destination;
11. MITINCU Cristina-Gabriela, IOJA Ioan-Cristian, NIȚĂ Mihai-Razvan, Urban planning
in Romania – Assessing the regulations and policies directed toward nature-based
solutions;
12. MORAR Livia Gina, The mental delimitation of Huedin’s Land.

Planning, management and territorial development
Room 57 Tiberiu Morariu
Moderators: ZOTIC Vasile, EGRESI István

15.00 – 17.00

1. MĂRAN Petru Daniel, KOSINSZKI Sorin Alin, BILCEC Maria Emilia, GIS modelling
for the prospective research of skiing areas from the Romanian Carpathians;
2. PANIE Sergiu, Axele geografice de dezvoltare teritorială in judeţul Sălaj si valoarea axei;
3. GHERASIM Rareș, Funcționalitatea urbanistică a spațiului amenajat. Studiu de caz:
municipiul Reghin;
4. PINTEA Geanina Cecilia, Axele turistice de dezvoltare în Regiunea de Nord-Vest;
5. POP Călin Cornel, LAZĂR Aurelia, The geographical axes of development;
6. POPA Marcel-Lucian, SURD Vasile, PĂCURAR Bogdan-Nicolae, NICULA AlexandruSabin, Dinamica construcțiilor în municipiul Cluj-Napoca (2008-2018);
7. RĂCĂŞAN Bianca-Sorina, EGRESI István, How do undergraduate students choose their
field course and how satisfied are they with their fieldwork experience?
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8. SĂPLĂCAN Cerasela-Cristina, Developmental geographical axes. Case study: Cluj
County;
9. ZOTIC Vasile, ALEXANDRU Diana-Elena, Road infrastructure – support for territorial
development in Cluj County.

Planning, management and territorial development
Poster Session
9.00 – 17.00
1. FILIP Sorin, The life cycle of brownfields. Some case studies of military brownfields in
Romania;
2. MĂLĂESCU Simona, PÂRVULESCU Mara, Inclusive Tourism Communication and
Accessible Tourism in Cluj-Napoca;
3. PORUMB-GHIURCO

Cosmin-Gabriel,

Imaginea

turistică

a

Transilvaniei

ca

problematică de cercetare inter şi pluridisciplinară;
4. STOICA Ilinca-Valentina, ZAMFIR Daniela, TĂLÂNGĂ Cristian, Exploring territorial
disparities in Romania through a composite index;
5. TĂLÂNGĂ Cristian, ZAMFIR Daniela, STOICA Ilinca-Valentina, Territorial Planning
Specialization - strengths and weaknesses related to labour market in the student’s
perception.
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Romanian Academy, Cluj
Napoca Subsidiary
Geography Section

Babeș-Bolyai University
Faculty of Geography

PROGRAM

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
VULBERABILITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT USING G.I.S

October 3-6, 2019 Cluj Napoca Romania
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
PhD. Prof. IOAN DONISĂ - „Al. I. Cuza” University Iasi
PhD. Prof. JAROMIR KOLEJKA - Institute of Geonics,
Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic, Brno Branch
PhD. Prof. TIMÁR GÁBOR - Dept. of Geophysics and
Space Science Eötvös University of Budapest
Phd. Associate Professor ŞTEFAN BILAŞCO - Babeş –
Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor DRĂGUȚ LUCIAN - West
University of Timișoara, Geography Department
PhD. GÁBOR MOLNÁR - Hungarian Academy of Science –
ELTE Geological, Geophysical and Space Research Group
Researc. VASILE CRĂCIUNESCU - Geo-spatial.org
PhD. Associate Professor MAN TITUS -Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD.Prof. MARIA NEDEALCOV - Academy of Sciences of
Moldova
Phd. Lecturer URSU ADRIAN -“Alexandru Ioan Cuza”
University Iaşi, Faculty of Geography and Geology
PhD. Researc. II. CRISTIAN VALERIU PATRICHE Romanian Academy, Iasi Subsidiary
PhD. Prof. Eng. GABRIELA BIALI - Technical University
“Gh Asachi ” Iasi
PhD. Lecturer CSABA HORVÁTH - Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor IOAN RUS -Babeş - Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
PhD. Prof. DĂNUŢ PETREA - Babeş – Bolyai University
Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Prof. POMPEI COCEAN - Babeş – Bolyai University
Cluj-Napoca PhD. Lecturer BILAŞCO ŞTEFAN - Babeş –
Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Lecturer CSABA HORVÁTH - Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor VESCAN IULIU - Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor FODOREAN IOAN - Babeş –
Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor Imecs Zoltán - Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Associate Professor FILIP SORIN - Babeş – Bolyai
University Cluj-Napoca
PhD. Research Roșca Sanda - Babeş – Bolyai University
Cluj-Napoca
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“Alexandru Ioan Cuza”,
University Ia Iași, Faculty of
Geography and Geology

Academy of Sciences of
MoldovaInstitute of Ecology and
Geography

The State Agrarian University of
Moldova Faculty of Cadastral
and Law
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PROGRAM

GIS Symposium: Vulnerability and Risk Assessment Using G.I.S.
Room 27
Moderators: BIALI Gabriela, URSU Adrian

9.00 – 11.30

1. KOLEJKA Jaromir, NOVAKOVA Eva, The spatial analysis of the pre-industrial
landscapes in Moravia (Czech Republic);
2. MAGYARI-SÁSKA Zsolt, DOMBAY Ștefan, Unforeseen Evacuation Vulnerability
Assessment for Targu-Mures Using Critical Cluster Model;
3. BIALI Gabriela, Studies and analysis of land degradation by water erosion and
associated processes using GIS techniques;
4. NICULIȚĂ Mihai, The budget of error for the DEMs obtained from SfM technique and
UAV images;
5. UTASI Zoltán, HEGYI Balázs, MOLJÁK Sándor, RUSZKAI Csaba, Integrated
cadastral and technical databases;
6. URSU Adrian , STOLERIU Cristian, IOSUB Marina, JITARIU Silviu, CHELARIU
Oana, ENEA Andrei, BRATIE, Marian, Using Sentinel 2 images in limnological
studies, in Moldova region;

GIS Symposium: Vulnerability and Risk Assessment Using G.I.S.
Room 27
Moderators: HORVATH Csaba, IMECS Zoltan

15.00 – 17.00

1. IMECS Zoltán, Analiza preciziei măsurătorilor efectuate cu drone -Aplicații
Geomorfologice;
2. BOAMFĂ Ionel, Mapping the electoral elements in Anglo-Saxon North America;
3. HORVATH Csaba, PANDI G., VIGH Melinda, VELE D., SOROCOVSCHI V., Assessing
runoff change in a quickly developing urban basin through GIS;
4. GIURGIU Radu Florin, Teaching geography with Smartboard Software (Smartnotebook11);
5. MIRCEA Constantin Bogdan, STOIAN Ilinca Maria, Modelarea tridimensională a
reliefului din Masivul Postăvarul utilizând mijloace SIG și impactul asupra geoturismului;
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GIS Symposium: Vulnerability and Risk Assessment Using G.I.S.
Poster Session
9.00 – 17.00
1.

ROȘCA Sanda, ȘIMONCA Vasile, BILAȘCO Ștefan, VESCAN Iuliu, FODOREAN
Ioan, DĂNUȚ Petrea, PĂCURAR Ioan, The assessment of favourability and spatiotemporal dynamics of Pinus mugo in the romanian Carpathians using GIS technology and
Landsat images;

2. HARANGUȘ Iulia, Accessibility of county centers in Romania using GIS;
3. CHELARIU Oana-Elena, IAȚU Corneliu, STOLERU Anamaria Ioana, MINEA Ionuț,
Flood hazard assessment in urban areas from Moldova Region, using GIS;
4. BUNDUC Tatiana, BEJAN Iurie, Analiza utilizării terenurilor cu ajutorul teledetecției și
tehnicilor GIS în bazinul râului Cogâlnic (Republica Moldova);
5. ALA Donica, NEDEALCOV Maria, Expressing the vulnerability of beech (Fagus
sylvatica) to climate aridization by GIS using;
6. IOSUB Marina, JITARIU Vasile, ENEA Andrei, ROȘCA Bogdan,

URSU Adrian,

MINEA Ionuț, Mapping soil erosion using Sentinel 2;
7. JITARIU Vasile, ENEA Andrei, IOSUB Marina, URSU Adrian, Land suitability analysis
for apple orchards using GIS;
8. BREJE Mihai, BILAŞCO Ştefan, PETREA Dănuț, ROŞCA Sanda, FODOREAN Ioan,
VESCAN Iuliu, The influence of radiation from the former uranium exploitations on the
environment and the population. Case study: Rănușa mining operation, Arad county;
9. BEJENARU Gherman, CASTRAVEȚ Tudor, CĂPĂȚÎNĂ Lucia, DILAN Vitalie,
Development of a methodology for stormwater retention basins location identification
using Open sources software and open data;
10. CEUCA Vasile, ROȘCA Sanda, Inventarierea speciilor de vânat din bazinul hidrografic
al Vișeului utilizând tehnologia U.A.V. și tehnicile de analiză spațială G.I.S.
11. VESCAN Stanca-Ioana, Use of T.I.C. resources in Geography Lessons;
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12. SOCHIRCĂ

Elena,

MIRONOV

Ion,

MAMOT

Vitalie,

Aplicarea

Sistemelor

Informaționale Geografice (GIS) la lecțiile de geografie în învățământul general. Studiu
de caz: Zonele naturale și ariile naturale protejate din Republica Moldova;
13. BILAŞCO Ştefan, ROŞCA Sanda, PETREA Dănuț, VESCAN Iuliu, FODOREAN Ioan,
PAVEL Horațiu, AHP Landslide Susceptibility Map in the Central Development Region of
Romania;
14. CRIȘAN Ancuța Dana, CODREAN Paula Ioana, Geography viewed through the aura of
innovation;
15. DOLEAN Bogdan-Eugen, MOLDOVAN Ciprian, BILAȘCO Ștefan, PETREA Dănuț,
CROITORU Adina, HĂRĂNGUȘ Iulia, GIS based analysis for assessing and mapping
territory’s susceptibility to landslides and Soil erosion in Cluj County;
16. HORVATH Csaba, ROȘIAN Gh., RÉTI Kinga-Olga., BENEDEK Rozalia, RUS Mihai
George, GIS landslide prediction model and susceptibility map quality assessment. Case
study Cluj-Napoca built-up area;
17. NEDEALCOV Maria, MÎNDRU Galina, ŢURCANU Viorica, The weather-climatic
hazards of the hot period of the year on the territory of the Republic of Moldova;
18. STOLERIU

Alexandra

Petronela,

BREABĂN

Iuliana

Gabriela,

RUSU Constantin, Using Remotely Sensed Vegetation Indices for Crop yield monitoring.
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DRUGS, FLIGHT, AND MIGRATION. A COMPARISON OF NORTH-AND WEST-AFRICA,
NEAREAST AND EUROPE
SCHULTZ Erhard, HUSSEIN Almohamad, SANI Ibrahim
Even foreseeable, the migration wave of 2015 did confuse Europe profoundly. For long time one argued on “push and
pull” or on implantation in the demographic transition as the backgrounds of immigration. Moreover, an enforced and
constant immigration was claimed for the Central European countries in order to assure the life standard. On the other
side, it was impossible to develop standards for migration and flight- beyond the Geneva Convention. In parallel to
that, the weight of the “informal” part of production and trade was widely neglected on the official as on the academic
level. Thus, a – timewise – tight connected economic system of drug trade/traffic and the transport of migrants or
refugees developed since the 1990s. By now, it is interwoven with the various terror-groups, militias or officials too.
Both parts of that well-organised system see Europe as their main destination, but Africa is systematically developed
as a future market for drugs too. It is clear, that the civil population is suffering most in all the regions. Maps for five
time slices – the 1960s, the 1970s, the 1990s, 2015, and 2018 will present the different interconnections of drug traffic
and migration/flight. They show the traditional system of migration and flight up to the 1990s, when the international
drug traffic interconnected with the various terror groups and shaped a new economic system. The initiatives of the
European Union to stop migration and future chances for the region will have to cope with them.
UN SIÈCLE DE COLLABORATION GÉOGRAPHIQUE FRANCO-ROUMAINE À CLUJ
COCEAN Pompei, DAVID Nicoleta
La création de l’Université roumaine et de la spécialisation Géographie à Cluj il y a un siècle a donné un essor
particulier aux recherches géographiques notables. Tout cet intervalle a été marqué par une collaboration efficiente et
plein de résultats existants des géographes français et roumains. C’est le cas des géographes français Emmanuel de
Martonne, Robert Ficheux, Jean Tricart, Jean-Luc Mercier, Jean-Marie Miossec et de ceux roumains George Vâlsan,
Tiberiu Morariu, Ion Mac, Virgil Gârbacea, Pompei Cocean, Ionel Haidu, Dănuț Petrea qui ont réussi d’offrir une
continuité et une amplification de la collaboration académique.
SUSTAINABLE URBAN MOBILITY – ABOUT THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CYCLING IN EVERYDAY
TRAFFIC AND TOURISM

WAACK Christoph
Cycling plays an important role in the sustainable transformation of mobility in urban areas. Many roads in urban
areas are significantly shorter than 5 km. The space available for motorized private transport is very limited in
densified urban space. The demand for areas with quality of amenity and competition for use is increasing. The bicycle
takes up little space, is inexpensive and good for the urban climate and the health of the population. In order to make
cycling suitable for a preferably big part of inhabitants, it requires a good infrastructure in public space and an image
change in society. The presentation aims to identify steps in this direction and identify the possibilities and limitations
that cycling can play in shaping sustainable urban mobility.
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPES AS ANCHORS OF STABILITY AND IDENTITY UNDER CHANGING
POLITICAL CONDITIONS - SHOWN BY EXAMPLES FROM EASTERN EUROPE
JORDAN Peter
Cultural landscapes are, according to geographical understanding, structural regions in the sense of medium-sized
spatial units whose parts form a relative unity through common cultural features. They differ from functional regions
whose relative unity is determined by functional relationships, e.g. by focusing on a common centre. However,
functional regions can at the same time be structural regions and thus cultural regions or cultural landscapes. This is
even a desirable goal with the establishment of administrative regions such as districts, counties, provinces, etc., as
the administrative region can thus rely on a common space-related identity of its inhabitants, which can promote
cohesion and engagement in the region. However, it is often also the case that cultural landscapes or cultural regions,
which are today not administrative units and sometimes even dissected by national borders, have gained and
maintained their identity and relative cultural homogeneity because they were once political or administrative entities.
The Banat, Transylvania, Baranja, Galicia, Bucovina, Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia are striking examples of this in
East-Central and South-East Europe. Their identity is still strong and sometimes even flourishes today, although the
(with the exception of Yugoslavia) centralist Communist regimes have done everything to make them disappear in
the administrative system and make their identity forgotten. They formed and form through the constant memory of
cultural characteristics and/or a common history, also by a name referring to the entire feature, stability and identity
anchors under changing political conditions. The paper will by a few examples show from which characteristics and
narratives cultural landscapes draw their identity and what significance they have for space-related identity of their
inhabitants (again) today.
CÂTEVA REPERE ALE ÎNCEPUTURILOR GEOMORFOLOGIEI LA UNIVERSITATEA CLUJANĂ
URDEA Petru
Lucrarea doreşte să aducă în atenţie câteva moment ale începuturilor cercetărilor geomorfologice la universitatea
clujană, de la primele încercări ale geografilor şi geologilor maghiari şi germani, la consolidarea acestei discipline,
după constituirea Institutului de Geografie din cadrul Facultăţii de Ştiinţe a Universităţii Daciei Superioare. Şi în
cazul de faţă începuturile geomorfologiei au stat sub semnul partajării ideilor între geografi şi geologi, dată fiind
necesara corelare între morfologie şi specificul geologic al scoarţei terestre. Atenţia este focalizată pe modul în care
au colaborat câteva personalităţi, precum Eugen Cholnoky, Géza Czirbusz, Vasile Meruţiu, George Vâlsan şi Emm.
de Martonne, timpuriul mentor al geomorfologilor români.
RÉFLEXIONS SUR RÉGIONS ET RÉGIONALISATION : MAILLAGE ET GOUVERNANCE
MIOSSEC Jean-Marie
Les questions de décentralisation et de régionalisation sont à l’ordre du jour dans de nombreux pays et portent sur la
nécessaire amélioration des relations entre l’Etat, les citoyens et les territoires. Elles ont trait également à
l’appréciation des découpages régionaux en mailles plus ou moins larges et au statut et à la légitimité des collectivités
territoriales qui sont en charge, au côté de l’Etat, de la gestion des régions, et des compétences et moyens de ces
institutions. La plupart des pays n’échappent pas à cette réflexion-action qui modifie parfois en profondeur leur
structure territoriale.
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GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN ALEXANDRU IOAN CUZA UNIVERSITY OF IAȘI AND
BABEȘ UNIVERSITY-BOLYAI OF CLUJ-NAPOCA DURING 1919-2019
IAȚU Corneliu
The geography of the two universities has interrelated in the last 100 years in an interesting way, either through the
conjuncture of circumstances (forced by system constraints) or through the freely consented expression of the
representatives of the geography departments of the two institutions. The result was manifested by various manners:
teacher exchanges, teacher transfers, doctoral and postdoctoral studies, participation in doctoral commissions,
qualifications, research projects, etc. The wealth of participation in both ways shows a huge potential for collaboration
and the prospects for new collaboration possibilities.
EXPEDIȚIILE ȘTIINȚIFICE ALE FACULTĂȚII DE GEOGRAFIE ÎN CAUCAZ
HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian, POP Olimpiu, ALEXE Mircea, RĂCHITĂ Ionela, KINGA Temerdek-Ivan,
POPESCU Sorin Hadrian
Dedicate unor aniversări importante din viața Facultății de Geografie și Universității Babeș-Bolyai, expedițiile
științifice în Caucaz au avut ca tematică de cercetare impactul schimbărilor climatice asupra ghețarilor din Caucaz.
Despărțite de zece ani, cele două incursiuni în mediul glaciar au purtat pașii cercetătorilor și studenților de la Facultatea
de Geografie din Cluj de-o parte și de alta a Caucazului Mare, în Elbrus, Republica Kabardino-Balkară (Federația
Rusă) și în regiunea Svaneti din Georgia. Vor fi prezentate munca de teren și rezultatele științifice obținute în Elbrus
precum și experiența coordonării unei echipe internaționale (româno - georgiano - canadiană) în Svaneti. Pe lângă
aspectele științifice vizate vom încerca să comunicăm prin intermediul imaginilor experiența călătoriilor așa cum au
fost ele trăite de membrii expediției.

ASSESSMENT OF RECENT VEGETATION CHANGES IN PERMAFROST AREAS FROM WEST
SIBERIA USING GOOGLE EARTH ENGINE
ARDELEAN Florina, DORNIK Andrei, CHEȚAN Marinela, ONACA Alexandru
In the arctic regions the elements of terrestrial cryosphere are highly affected by climate change and experience faster
changes then other regions around the globe (IPCC, 2018). An important component of the terrestrial cryosphere is
permafrost, considered as an Essential Climate Variables, being extremely vulnerable to the increasing trend of
temperature. Consequently, permafrost degradation generates irreversible changes in the plant species composition
and distribution and hydrological system, affecting the infrastructure and local comunities. The objectives of this study
are to quantify the landscape changes, particularly vegetation changes, based on free satellite images in several sites
distributed over all types of permafrost zones (continuous, discontinuous, isolated and sporadic) located in West
Siberia.
MAXIMUM FLOW VARIABILITY AND FLOODS CHARACTERISTICS IN SĂLAJ COUNTY
BĂTINAȘ Răzvan, ȘERBAN Gheorghe
The maximum flow, as a phase of the hydrological regime, can occur at any time of the year but with different
intensities, causes and spatial distributions. By weighing the destructive effects of the waters and the features of this
hydrologic regime phase, the maximum flow is defined by the so-called great waters and by floods. The genesis of
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the maximum flow is directly related to the climatic conditions and may occur as a result of the superficial flow caused
by the rain, the sudden melting of the snow layer, the overlap of the two previous mentioned phenomena, or as a result
of accidents at the hydrotechnical facilities. In order to highlight the characteristics of floods in the administrative area
of Sălaj county, aspects related to the monthly and seasonal frequency of the floods were analyzed, the specific
characteristics of the flood waves (maximum flow, the duration of the floods, the onset). Also, the paper presents and
highlights the flood areas with various probabilities of occurrence.
STUDY OF PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF WATER RESOURCES IN STRÂMBU-BĂIUȚ
PROTECTED AREA
BĂTINAȘ Răzvan, CORPADE Ciprian, RUS Ioan, CORPADE Ana-Maria
The present study is focused on the evaluation of present quality state of water resources (rivers and underground
waters) into a protected area, defined by a historic mining activity. The area is situated in Maramureș County, covering
an area of nearly 30 km2 and was established in order to protect one of the most well-preserved virgin forest area in
Romania. The area is also representative for the presence of large carnivores and raptors. The existence of old mining
works, carried out in Băiuț, until 2006, when the last mine was closed, generated locally, the appearance of sensitive
points, regarding the environmental quality of aquatic conditions. The study is based on the field investigation trip
carried out in August 2019. In order to estimate the water quality state, a portable multiparameter HI 9828 and a
portable turbidimeter HI 98713 were used. Also, for geolocation references we used an Android application called
Mobile Topographer. The investigated parameters were: pH, water temperature and conductivity, total dissolved
solids, salinity and water turbidity.
RESURSELE MINERALE SECUNDARE DIN ROMÂNIA – STAREA ACTUALĂ ŞI PERSEPECTIVE DE
VALORIFICARE
BULGARIU Dumitru, JURAVLE Doru, BULGARIU Laura, RUSU Constantin
Conform concepţiilor actuale, „resursele minerale secundare” includ: (i) zăcămintele de minereuri sărace, (ii) haldele
de steril minier, (iii) o serie de depozite aluvionare; (iv) anumite tipuri de deşeuri industriale (cenuşa de la
termocentrale, deşeuri din industria prelucrării minereurilor etc.) şi menajere (reziduurile mineralizate de la gropile de
gunoi). Până în jurul anilor `80, acestea erau tratate ca „materiale reziduale” fără utilitate economică şi generatoare de
grave probleme de mediu, principala problemă emergentă fiind legată de ecologizarea lor. Ulterior concepţiile s-au
modificat radical, însă nu sub presiunea problemelor de ordin ecologic, ci a consecinţelor economice induse de
începutul crizei de materii prime şi a mutaţiilor geopolitice care au avut loc la nivel european şi mondial. În acest
context s-a pus problema valorificării economice durabile a resurselor minerale secundare, fapt care a catalizat
dezvoltarea unor tehnologii noi, eficiente economic dar şi ecologice, de valorificare a componentelor utile din aceste
resurse. Deşi România se numără printre ţările „bogate” în astfel de resurse minerale, deocamdată, în afară de câteva
exemple pozitive de „încercări de ecologizare”, aspectele legate de valorificarea economică sunt concentrate doar la
nivel de „discuţii şi intenţii” cu extensii tardive doar în planul studiilor teoretice „potenţial aplicabile”. Cu toate că
România are un potenţial ştiinţific remarcabil, pentru următorii 15-20 de ani nu se întrevăd prea multe posibilităţi de
dezvoltare şi aplicare practică a unor tehnologii în domeniul valorificării economice şi ecologice a resurselor minerale
secundare.
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THE GEOMORPHODIVERSITY MAP – A USEFUL INSTRUMENT FOR SUPPORTING THE
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN GEOTOURISM. CASE STUDY: CENTRAL SECTOR OF BUCEGI
MOUNTAINS (SOUTHERN CARPATHIANS, ROMANIA)
COMĂNESCU Laura, NEDELEA Alexandru, DOBRE Robert
Geomorphodiversity is a relatively recent concept globally, as scientists have so far focused on assessing and mapping
it, as a part of geodiversity. It must be analysed both globally and especially regionally and locally. The
geomorphodiversity map highlights relief complexity, genetic types and landforms, notably those valuable to
geotourism. As such, it stands out as a highly useful instrument for developing geotourism, which can lead to the
creation of improved geotourism routes (across which a multitude of processes and landforms can be observed, many
of which are geomorphosites), as well as of certain geotourism products, all of which are the result of the human need
to gain knowledge. It can also be used in the geoconservation and territorial planning processes in order to ensure a
well-balanced use of tourist space. The methodology featured several stages: the study of the geological and
geomorphological elements in the study area, based on specialized literature and cartographic materials (topographic
map, geological map, geomorphological map, aerial imagery, tourist and geotourism maps). The identification and
mapping of landforms and especially of geomorphosites were carried out both on the basis of several field campaigns
and on processing aerial imagery data (2005 flight). After the completion of a comprehensive database, upon analysis
of numerous relevant sources, the optimal geomorphodiversity determination method was chosen and adapted. The
central sector of the Bucegi Mountains, known for its wide range of landform diversity and value, as well as for the
intense tourist activity and the well-developed infrastructure, was chosen as a case study for our investigation.
SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY POTENTIAL AND PRODUCTION IN CLUJ COUNTY
CROITORU Adina-Eliza, MAN Titus Cristian, ZOTIC Vasile, ALEXANDRU Diana-Elena, BARTOK Blanka,
MOLDOVAN Ciprian Sandu, DOLEAN Bogdan-Eugen
The main aim of this study is to identify the best conditions for the establishment of wind and solar power plants and
find out how and to what extent this potential has been valorised in Cluj County. In order to develop this study, we
used three sets of data: i. for solar energy potential, the total solar radiation flux and the photovoltaic electric potential
data were derived from the JRC application PHOTOVOLTAIC GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
(PVGIS) and the Global Solar Atlas platform developed by the World Bank Group; ii. for wind energy, data were
obtained from the Global Wind Atlas (https://www.globalwindatlas.info/) developed by the World Bank Group; iii.
for energy production, data were obtained from the free access database of Transelectrica, Romania and from SDEE
Transilvania Nord, part of Electrica Group, Romania. The wind power density data were extracted both for 50 m and
100 m height. The main results are: the most suitable areas for solar power plants in Cluj County are located east to
Huedin – Mănăstireni - Căpușu Mare – Gilău – Săvădisla - Băișoara - Iara line. Accordingly, we identified the current
functional solar power plants and learned that they have been established for both self-consumption (independent
power producers) and for public use (utility generators that are integrated in the energy distribution network). For the
wind energy, we found that more than 75% of the county area is characterized by low quality wind conditions for
producing electricity with a frequency of the optimum wind conditions of less than 20% during the year; the most
favourable conditions were found in the hard to reach areas, in the mountain region located in the western and southwestern parts of the county. We also indicated the best locations for the future establishments of solar and wind power
plants.
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RAUL CĂLINESCU, FONDATORUL BIOGEOGRAFIEI ROMÂNEȘTI - AL TREILEA DOCTOR IN
GEOGRAFIE AL UNIVERSITĂȚII CLUJENE
GEACU Sorin
La 25.II.1930, R. Calinescu a sustinut doctoratul in Geografie la Facultatea de Stiinte din Cluj, cu teza intitulata
"Contributiuni sistematice-zoogeografice la studiul amfibiilor si reptilelor din Romania". Presedintele comisiei a fost
prof. E. Racovita, iar membri profesorii: G. Valsan, I. Scriban si V. Merutiu. Diploma de doctor, cu distinctia "Cum
Laudae" i-a fost eliberata in limbile romana si latina. Prin mijlocirea prof. E. Racovita, teza lui Calinescu a fost
publicata in Memoriile Academiei Romane, in anul urmator. Este prima lucrare de zoogeografia amfibienilor si
reptilelor din tara noastra.
GEOHISTORY OF CARTOGRAPHY OF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL RISKS IN ROMANIA – GENERAL
APROACH
GRECU Florina, TEODOR Mădălina, RĂDULESCU Carmen Camelia
The main objective of risk research is their identification, mapping and pre-study. The article presents the evolution
of the notions defining the extreme phenomena, in close dependence with the development of the geosciences studying
them. Terrain cartography and implicitly geomorphological risk phenomena were and are of particular importance for
society, taking into account both anthropogenic interventions in the geomorphological landscape and especially their
negative effects. In addition, geomorphological hazards are highly dependent on spatial expansion, which leads to the
need for their cartographic representations. Development of risk mapping in Romania highlights concepts: i) mapping
processes, landforms, as well as the development of dynamic geomorphology as a science; ii). the study of extreme
phenomena, their consequences, the mapping of vulnerability, the use of computerized techniques, the legend and the
scale, the means used (maps with large and medium scale).
ASSESSING SPATIO-TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF LAND COVER AND LAND USE CHANGE
PROCESSES. CASE STUDY: SUCEAVA DRAINAGE BASIN ON ROMANIAN TERRITORY
HORODNIC Vasilică-Dănuț, BISTRICEAN Petruț-Ionel, MIHĂILĂ Dumitru, EFROS Vasile
The phenomena of land use and land cover changes has been subject to an intensive research around the world as a
consequences of major variations in the environment caused by socio-economic mutations and natural factors
dynamics. As a former communist country, Romania represents an experimental territory for land use scientists due
to socio-economic and institutional transformations after the fall of the totalitarian regime in 1989. The present
research aims to present the nature, extent and rate of land use and cover changes changes and to derive eight basic
land cover processes (flows) between 2000 and 2018, selecting Suceava drainage basin on Romanian territory as a
case study. In order to analyze land cover flows in the studied area, we examined land cover changes during three
different periods with distinctive socio-economic, political, technological and cultural characteristics, that were
delimited by several particularities: (1) 2000-2006 (pre-accession period to the European Union); (2) 2006-2012 (first
phase of post-accession period to the European Union) and (3) 2012-2018 (second phase of post-accession period to
the European Union). In order to meet the objectives of this study, different visual analytics tools are used in an
interdisciplinary scientific way by the application of change detection techniques (from - to change maps), statistical
centralization of the results (contingence tables) and graphical methods for data presentation (Sankey and Chord
diagrams). ArcGis 10.4.1 software was used for spatial presentation of land cover and use categories and their changes
over time, while Power BI Desktop software were used to create interactive diagrams from the data processed. Results
of statistical analysis highlight that the overall area of identified land cover and use changes between 2000 and 2018
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was around 734.91 km2 which equals 32.22% of the total investigated area. The period 2000-2006 was the most
dynamic regarding land use and cover changes summing 419.35 km2 (18.38% from the total studied area). Our
research on the processes of landscapes transformation showed that the intensification of agriculture have the highest
proportion between 2000 and 2006 (125.60 km2, representing 29.95%). Secondly, with an overall area of 59.73 km2,
the deforestation had also a high degree (26.32%) of total changes between 2012 and 2018), as a consequence of
illegal logging by the application of the Land Law 18/1991, which has ruled a restructuring process and basic
mutations in the ownership of land. We hope that the applied approach will govern sustainable development and
implement spatial plans of Suceava drainage basin.
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF SNOW VOLE (CHIONOMYS NIVALIS) ACTIVITY IN
PARÂNG MOUNTAINS, SOUTHERN CARPATHIANS, ROMANIA
IANĂȘ Ana-Neli, GERMAIN Daniel, VOICULESCU Mircea
Regardless of the climatic zones and geographical specificities of the environment, terrestrial animals have an
important geomorphic role by creating, destroying and modifying landforms, altering vegetation, moving sediments
and changing soil characteristics This relationship, described as the study of multiple interactions between ecological
and geomorphological processes, underlies the main principles of zoogeomorphology. In that regards, we report a
quantitative analysis of the zoogeomorphological processes and impacts related to snow vole (Chionomys nivalis)
activity in the subalpine prairies of the Parâng Mountains in the Southern Carpathians, Romania. In that purpose, we
have measured 838 burrows/mounds in eleven plots during two field campaigns and calculated the sediment budget.
Moreover, the 300 largest clasts found in the mounds were also measured and weighed in order to show the
geomorphic impacts and transportation capacity of this ecosystem engineer. Finally, we also recorded more than 300
measurements of temperature outside and inside the galleries to consider the bioturbation potential of this small rodent.
The results were then compared according to certain environmental parameters such as slope, exposure, etc.
Chionomys nivalis showed a preference for burrowing on slopes between 15° and 30°, with S, SE and W orientation
(37.23 %), those being considered sunny slopes with higher values of temperatures, early melting of snow cover and
away from the dominant wind direction. We obtained the value for rate of sediment displacement potential (0.429 t
ha-1 y-1) and mass transfers, too (77.22 t m y-1 km2).
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MICROCLIMATE WITHIN A STORAGE OF NATIONAL
ARCHIVES IN BIHOR COUNTY
ILIEȘ Dorina Camelia, HERMAN Grigore, CACIORA Tudor, ILIEȘ Alexandru, BAIAS Ștefan
Written books and documents constitute an important part of the cultural heritage, encompassing pieces from the
history, experiences and customs of a people. . These paper paper brings forwards the microclimatic characteristics
and the air quality inside one of the storage of the National Archives of Bihor County (Romania). The purpose of the
paper is to determine if the internal microclimate is favorable on the one hand for the storage and preservation of
written documents in good conditions, and on the other hand if this working environment is healthy for employees.
The determination of the main parameters of the internal microclimate (temperature, humidity, CO2, dust in
suspension, fungi, air velocity) was made during the period 01.03.2019-21.03.2019. The study found that the elements
of the microclimate are favorable for the storage and preservation of documents. As for the employees, by spending a
long time in this storage, they are exposed to real risks of illness, due to the significant amount of dust in suspension
and the fungi found. A major problem that needs to be solved urgently in order to improve working conditions is the
ventilation of the room; it is advisable to install a modern air filtration system so that the employees can operate in the
best conditions.
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STUDII GEOGRAFICE ÎN MUNȚII APUSENI ȘI CU DEOSEBIRE ÎN JURUL BEIUȘULUI
INDRIEȘ Andrei
Menționări ale lucrărilor scrise în urma studierii Munților Apuseni mai ales din punct de vedere fizico-geografic.
GEOMORFOLOGIA CLUJEANĂ ÎN AN CENTENAR
IRIMUȘ Ioan-Aurel
Geomorphology, as a subject matter, in the university education has undergone major curricular changes. From a
descriptive discipline at the beginning of the 20th century to a practical-applicative one during the 1960s-1990s and to
an informative-applicative one at the beginning of the 21th century. The great professors who were in charge of
Geomorphology in Cluj (Emmanuel de Martonne, Geogre Vâlsan, Tiberiu Morariu, Ion Mac) initiated its research
topics and developed the pardigms of investigating landofrms. Today, Geomorphology in Cluj is ”more scientific” (cf.
Eiju Yatsu, 1991, Fantasi in Geomorphology. To Make Geomorphology More Scientific) though an interdisciplinary
research, supported by modern cartography and lab techniques.
LITHOFACIAL AND TECTONO-STRUCTURAL REFLEX IN POST-MOLDAVIAN MORPHOGENESIS
FROM OBCINA MARE (EASTERN CARPATHIANS)
JURAVLE Doru-Toader, URSU Adrian, CHELARIU C., JURAVLE V.
The geotectonic events in Late Cretaceous - Early Paleogene interval, caused essential changes in the architecture of
the Tethysian paleogenic sedimentation basins and their relationship with the continental source areas. Laramic
tectogenetic paroxysm (Maastrichtian/Danian) due to the subduction of the East European craton under the TiszaDacia block, plays a double role in the structuralization of the East Carpathian units. In an internal position, the
External Dacides are built (The Black Flysch, Baraolt, Ceahlau and Bobu nappes, senso Sandulescu, 1984), and in the
external part the Paleogene Foreland basin depozones (equivalent to the "Foreland basin", senso Grasu et al., 1999).
The basin worked up to the Lower Miocene, when the styric and moldavic tectogenesis occurred and the Moldavian
units were born (from the inner part to the outside are: Marginal Folds Nappe, Macla Nappe, Audia Nappe, Tarcau
Nappe, Vrancea Nappe and Subcarpathian Nappe, senso Sandulescu, 1984). The Moldavian tectogenesis (intra
Volhinian) concludes the Carpathian structogenesis and edification of the major morphostructural lines of the
Carpathian contact with the eastern foreland. Between the Suceava and Modova valleys, the transition from the
mountainous relief (Obcina Mare) to the plateau is made through the piedmont hills formed on the sub-Carpathian
molasse or the Volhinian platform couverture deposits, accumulated on the wedge-top of the Carpathian orogenic
prism.
DÉCONSTRUCTION, LIMITES ET ENJEUX D’UN PPRN «VOLCAN» EN MARTINIQUE (ANTILLES
FRANÇAISES)
LEONE Frédéric
Institués par la loi du 2 février 1995, modifiant la loi du 22 juillet 1987, les Plans de Prévention des Risques naturels
(PPRn) s’inscrivent dans un dispositif global de prévention des risques naturels. Cette approche globale vise à assurer
aussi bien la protection maximale des personnes qu’un très bon niveau de sécurité des biens et des activités. Ces
objectifs sont fondamentalement indispensables au développement durable des territoires exposés, de surcroît en
contexte insulaire tropical. Les PPRn des 34 communes de la Martinique ont ainsi été prescrits entre 1999 et 2002,
puis approuvés dans le courant de l’année 2004. Cet espace insulaire, situé dans l’arc des Petites Antilles, est en effet
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particulièrement soumis à plusieurs aléas naturels majeurs : phénomènes hydro-météorologiques (ondes tropicales,
tempêtes, ouragans, inondations, tsunamis) et phénomènes géologiques (mouvements de terrains, séismes, éruptions
volcaniques).
ESTIMAREA CIRCULAȚIEI SISTEMELOR CONVECTIVE. STUDIU DE CAZ: LUNA IULIE 2014-2018,
ZONA DE NORD-VEST A ROMÂNIEI
MAIER Narcis, FEȘNIC Bianca
Se prezintă o procedură pentru prognozarea operațională a mișcării elementelor convective la scară meso-beta
responsabile pentru furtunile convective mezoscalare din luna iunie. Procedura se bazează pe conceptele
binecunoscute că mișcarea sistemelor convective poate fi considerată ca suma unei componente advective, dată de
mișcarea medie a celulelor care alcătuiesc sistemul. Aceste concepte și proceduri de prognoză sunt examinate utilizând
date furnizate de radarul WSR-98D Bobohalma, de lȃngǎ Tȃrnǎveni. Au fost extrase toate furtunile identificate de
algoritmul radar din perioada 2004-2018 din luna iunie, 821.400 de nuclee de furtuni. Aceste furtuni sunt poziționate
și au o direcție, o vitezǎ de deplasare. Pentru a scoate ȋn evidentǎ importanțǎ determinǎrii direcției și vitezei de
deplasare a sistemelor convective severe s-au folosit și date de reflectivitate maximǎ și de diametrul grindinei, estimat
de radarul doppler. O prognoză a deplasǎrii furtunilor convective necesită estimări ale vitezei medii în stratul noros.
Pe baza analizelor efectuate de Maddox (1983) și McAnelly and Cotton (1986), se presupune că stratul noros este bine
reprezentat de stratul 850-300 mb. Vȃntul mediu în acest strat este determinat după Fankhauser (1964), adică,
Vmediu = (V850 + V700 + V500 + V300) / 4.
Pentru determinarea direcției și vitezei medii ȋn troposfera mijlocie s-au folosit șiruri de date zilnice, vȃnt zonal (U)
și vȃnt meridional (V), extrase de pe www.esrl.noaa.gov pentru luna iunie ȋntre anii 2004-2018, ȋn 4 puncte avȃnd
urmǎtoarele coordonate (latitudine, logitudine): (47.5, 25) ȋn apropiere de Tǎșnad, (47.5, 22.5) ȋn apropiere de Șanț,
(45, 22.5) ȋn apropiere de Mioveni și (45, 25) ȋn apropiere de Herculane. Ȋnǎlțimile de la care s-a luat date pentru
analiza direcției și vitezei medii pe zona sunt cele de la nivelele izobarice standard 850 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb și 300
mb. Componentele vitezei ȋn troposfera mijlocie U (zonal - axa OX) și V (meridional - axa OY) de la nivelele izobarice
standard considerate au fost ȋnsumate vectorial și mediate pe strat, ȋn final obținȃndu-se pentru fiecare zi ȋn parte o
directie și o vitezǎ. Primul pas a fost de a investiga dacă componenta advectivă a mișcării furtunilor, definită ca
mișcarea medie a celulelor care formează sistemul pe durata a 24 de ore, este proporțională cu vȃntul mediu din stratul
noros. Analiza indică în mod clar că o mare parte din mișcarea celulelor este dictată de direcția medie al stratului noros
(850-300 mb). Figura 2. Coeficientul de corelație avȃnd o valoare de 0,92, iar această valoare crește la 0,97 după
omiterea valorilor extreme.
BRIEF HISTORY OF TEACHERS AND NATURE LOVERS IN BLAJ AND CERTAIN LOCAL
SPECIFICITIES OF NATURE PROTECTION
MANOIU Valentina-Mariana
Blaj City, old cultural, historical and spiritual center of Romania, the hearth of unique and memorable events in the
evolution of the Romanian people, conveys history and spirit every step of the way. The country’s first systematic
higher education institutions that used Romanian as the main teaching language were opened in Blaj in 1754, and the
first Romanian school books were printed here. This is where “the Sun of Romanians rose in the sky”, as noted by Ion
Heliade Rădulescu, the first president of the Romanian Academy. The national poet Mihai Eminescu, while passing
through Blaj, called it “Little Rome”. The purpose of this study is to present the most important teachers in Blaj who
were active in nature protection, while also highlighting certain successes attained in this field. The paper is a
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qualitative descriptive study based on the analysis of studies conducted on Blaj and its teachers, as well as on the
investigation of local natural monuments and nature reservations. Of the 33 articles available on Web of Science that
mention Blaj, only one tackles nature protection and outstanding individuals involved in the process, as the paper
describes the city’s Botanical Garden. 22 papers address various historical, cultural and religious issues, 6 focus on
viticulture, 2 on environmental pollution, one on agriculture and one on chemistry. Blaj teachers of the past were and
still are moral, ethical, spiritual and professional role models for all Romanians. Most of them have studied in Blaj
before moving on to renowned national and European universities. Nature-loving teacher-priests will remain bright
lights in nature sciences, “green” pioneers in the field of nature protection (Alexandru Uilăcan, Ambrosiu Cheţianu
and Alexandru Borza) and people who spark the love of young souls for all that is alive (Father-Teacher Ioan Ovidiu
Suciu). Currently, by recognizing and approving the Botanical Nature Reserve of County Interest (Botanical Garden
in Blaj) and the two natural monuments in Blaj City, a legal framework was established enabling an effective
management, preservation and use, as well as preserving the local ecological balance. The Botanical Garden, the oldest
in the world belonging to a high school, will need to be given the attention it deserves via an appropriate rehabilitation
project, which can result in its being incorporated into ecotourism circuits and can ensure that it will continue to
provide environmental education to young people.
SCHIMBĂRI DE MEDIU ALE ZONELOR DE NISIPURI DIN NORD-VESTUL ROMÂNIEI, INDUSE DE
LUCRĂRILE DE HIDROAMELIORARE ÎNCEPÂND DIN ANUL 1871 PÂNĂ ÎN PREZENT
MENȚIU Gabriela
Scopul acestui studiu este analizarea schimbărilor de mediu survenite în această zona , unde în decursul ultimelor
secole s-au efectuat numeroase încercări de hidroamelioratii,unele fără succes iar altele finalizându-se abia în secolul
al XX-lea.În această lucrare sunt folosite , pe lângă bibliografie, unele fotocopii de documente,din care reiese că
odinioară în această zona au existat numeroase mlaștini în zonele de interdune, precum o serie de lacuri. În perioadele
ploioase circulația a fost dificilă.Apele curgătoare aveau debit mare. Din această cauza problema asanarii a fost
ridicată deja în secolul al XVIII-lea. Primele lucrări au constat în legarea mlaștinilor de interdune prin săparea unor
șanțuri, care nu au adus rezultate scontate. În anul 1875 se înființează un sindicat , care în decurs de 50 de ani a condus
și a finanțat lucrările de desecare, de canalizare prin canalul Horea,Valea Neagră.Din păcate acestea s-au împotmolit
în perioadele ploioase.Pe lângă prezentarea datelor istorice cu privire la modificările produse în rețeaua hidrografică
a teritoriului,menționăm și unele schimbări survenite în habitatele și ecosistemele specifice.Scopul principal al
studiului este să puncteze modificările apărute în urmă lucrărilor de asanare în microclimă,solul, precum și flora și
fauna acestei zone. Astfel, lucrarea analizează cauzele și consecințele dispariției unor specii de plante și animale,
proces ce dezechilibrează viață nomala a aceastor ecosisteme și habitate, care au dus la pierderea informațiilor
genetice specifice, pe care indivizii le-au dobândit și le-au înmagazinat și le-au transmis.Studiul reprezintă o etapă
preliminară pentru analize suplimentare privind impactul activităților antropice asupra zonelor de nisipuri din NordVestul României.
ATMOSHERIC PHENOMENA OF RISK IN BUCHAREST. CASE STUDY FREZEEING RAIN
BETWEEN 24-29 JANUARY 2019
MOCANU Nicolae, BARBARIE Manuela, ALBU Anca
This study propose to analysis , a currannt domain,often disputed of atmospheric phenomena of risks and extreme
climates. This study I managed to performed together with my fellows .In the same time ,we analysis frezeeing rain
,case from last winter in Bucharest. This city were confronted with extreme weather conditions for a week between
24 January until 29 January 2019. Discordant notes gives it human presence which is influenced by climatic,
hidrological and geomorphological risks , but without men we are talking about hazards. In this study, risk phenomena
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derived from deposits , weight and duration of ice on the ground or blunt objects conditioned by low temperatures.
In this case the temperatures was -o,3 C in first day, and the lowest temperatures which was - 4C .
SOME METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE DAY OF NOVEMBER 3, 1919
MOLDOVAN Florin, TUDOSE Traian
The romanian University of Cluj was created on the basis of Royal Decree no. 4090 from September 12, 1919, which
provided the transformation of The Francisc Iosif Hungarian Royal University into The Romanian University (of the
Upper Dacia), starting with October 1, 1919. The present analyze refers to the very beginning moment of the activity
of this university, on November 3, 1919, the day in which the famous historian Vasile Pârvan held the inaugural course
entitled “Duty of our life”. The data used in this presentation were meteorological charts extracted from the archive
of www.wetterzentrale.de database. It was found out that the south-eastern part of Europe was under the influence of
a large middle troposphere trough, associated to a Mediterranean depression at the sea level. Given the air temperature
in the lower troposphere, the temperatures values recorded in Cluj area were up to 6-7 deg. C during the night, rising
up to 9-10 deg. C in the daytime, associated with precipitation of cyclonic origin.
DISTRIBUTION OF TAPPING PROCESSES AND THEIR EFFECTS IN THE FIELD OF DRANIC
SALCUTA
NENIU Adelina, BOENGIU Sandu
The field of Dranic Salcuta or the field of Segarcea is a piedmont plain that makes the transition between Piedmont of
Balacita and the terraces field of Oltenia. The field of Dranic Salcuta stretches from Valea Rea in the north, to Padea
in the south, to the west being delimited by the Desnatui river, and to the east by the Jiu river. In this area, the
monoclinic structures are slightly inclined from north-west to south-east with slopes not exceeding 3°. The altitudes
decrease in the same direction from 160 m to 90 m. The surface deposits are made of loesses that cover the whole
surface of the plain, and they have put their mark on its modeling. The physico-mechanical characteristics of the
loessoid deposits and the lack of surface drainage have generated frequent tapping processes that have led to the
emergence of micro-depressions such as drifts, gulls, beds and suffusion valleys. These processes and the relief forms
appeared induce restrictions for agriculture, forestry, constructions and transport infrastructure, so the present study
aims to analyze the tapping processes as distribution, morphometry and their effects.
THE MAPPING OF FLUVIAL GEOMORPHIC COMPLEX OF TIMIȘ VALLEY (CARANSEBEȘ-LUGOJ
SECTOR)
PETRESCU Sorin Hadrian, HOSU Maria, PETREA Dănuț
The Timiș valley between Caransebeș and Lugoj has reised an interest for many geomorphologists but there is still no
geomorphic map of Timiș valley regarding the fluvial geomorphic complex. The main aim of this paper is the detailed
geomorphic mapping of fluvial geomorphic complex ( channels, floodplains,alluvial fans, terraces etc.) from Timiș
valley in order to assess critical information on the nature, patterns and configuration of landforms. Thus, we used
several cartographic supports such as the geological map (1:200 000), orthophotos (50 cm resolution) and LIDAR
scans. The topographic map (1:25 000) represented the basic support in order to assess the general geomorphic
configuration of Timiș valley and to mark the key survey stations in the field.Field data yield important aspects
regarding the bank stratigraphic profiles but also field mapping of terrace isolated fragments. Also, several floodplain
and terrace stratigraphic profiles have been analyzed in order to interpret the stratigraphic facies within the riverscape
configuration. The aplicability of these methods also implied the use of specifical field research instruments ( handheld
GPS, digital telemeter etc.). The fluvial geomorphic complex was subsequently included in a fluvial taxonomic
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system. Among the criteria used for the taxonomic system, we mention (stage, shape, extension etc.) Firstly paper
represents a new approach on Timiș valley with a focus on fluvial geomorphic complex. The relevance of the results
lead to the posibility of integrating the building blocks of Timiș riverscape in a clear taxonomic hierarchy. Secondly,
the present paper allows the understanding of geomorphic evolution of the valley as well as the connectivity between
fluvial landforms themselves.
TEN YEARS OF DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE FACULTY OF GEOGRAPHY AT
THE BABES-BOLYAI UNIVERSITY OF CLUJ-NAPOCA, ROMANIA
POP Olimpiu, RĂCHITĂ Ionela Georgiana, HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian
Dendrochronology is the science of dating tree rings to their exact calendar year of their formation. In a broad sense,
dendrochronology is attempting at using dated tree rings for reconstructing environmental signals that influenced the
growth of a population of trees. The tree-rings features constitute an indirect source of information for reconstructing
the historical characteristics of the environment in which trees have grown. Since the beginning of the 20th century,
basics, principles and wider applications of dendrochronology have been largely described in various studies. Despite
a long history of development of dendrochronology science in other countries, in Romania only in last few decades
the interest in dendrochronological research has increased. In the Faculty of Geography at the Babes-Bolyai University
of Cluj-Napoca, the members of the Laboratory of Dendrochronology have been conducted dendrochronological
studies during the last decade. These studies conducted mainly in Romanian Carpathians, but also in Caucasus and
Pirin Mts., have been based mainly on coniferous tree species. Only recently few studies have been attempted to
reconstruct environmental history using broadleaved tree species. Here we highlight some important current directions
in the tree-ring research carried out by the members of the Laboratory of Dendrochronology. Currently, there is a
strong interest to develop dendrochronology science, but it will further require collaborative efforts of both researchers
and scholars. Including dendrochronology in the curriculum of undergraduate and master’s programmes might help
to advance the wider use of dendrochronology. Collaboration with national and international researchers of similar
research interests represents a great opportunity to promote the future development of dendrochronology in our
institution, in Romania, and in other countries worldwide.
SNOW-AVALANCHE FRECQUENCY RECONSTRUCTED FROM TREE-RINGS IN MARAMUREŞ
MOUNTAINS (EASTERN CARPATHIANS, ROMANIA)
RĂCHITĂ Ionela Georgiana, POP Olimpiu Traian, HOTEA Mihai, CHIȘ Vasile Timur, HORVATH Csaba
In this study a tree-ring reconstruction of snow-avalanches (SAs) was initiated along one forested avalanche path
located below the Pop Ivan (1.936 m a.s.l) peak in the vicinity of the Ukrainian border. 52 samples (cores and discs)
collected from both coniferous (Picea abies (L.) Karst.; Abies alba Mill.) and deciduous (Fagus sylvatica) trees
showing visible signs of damages produced by SAs have been analyzed using standard dendrogeomorphological
procedures. Tree-growth anomalies (e.g. scars, sequences of tangential rows of traumatic resin ducts, compression
wood and growth suppression sequences) resulted as a consequence of the mechanical impact on trees were identified
within annual rings and interpreted as the result of SA activity. The type and intensity of growth anomalies allowed
to reconstruct the SA history for a period spanning 1970-2018. Beside the known 2005 SA event witnessed and also
confirmed by tree-ring dating, 10 other events have been reconstructed with tree-rings. The results indicate that treering analysis are reliable source of information for the SA event reconstruction. Further tree-ring studies are planned
to be extended to several paths in the study area in order to reconstruct the SA chronology at regional scale. These
information may significantly improve the knowledge of the SA regime and can contribute to the SA hazard zonation
of this area. This study is a contribution to the ACTIVNEIGE project «Activité des avalanches des neige dans les
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Carpates Orientales Roumaines et Ukrainiennes» (SA activity in Romanian and Ukrainian Easthern Carpathians),
funded by AUF-IFA RO.
DESPRE SOL ŞI RESURSA FUNCIARĂ DIN ROMÂNIA – REALITATE SAU MISTIFICARE!
RUSU Constantin
Solul – definit extrem de diferit şi cu funcţii variate şi complexe – reprezintă o resursă naturală practic inepuizabilă,
în virtutea respectării sintagmelor dezvoltare durabilă / gestionare sustenabilă. Teoretic, România este o ţară bogată
în resurse minerale, dar realitatea infirmă acest slogan, motiv pentru care solul rămâne resursa naturală primordială şi
de referinţă pentru acest teritoriu. Învelişul de sol – extrem de variat tipologic şi în concordanţă cu principiile zonalităţii
– suportă însă multiple degradări naturale şi / sau antropice, cu efecte vizibile în planul utilizării terenurilor şi al
productivităţii.. Solurile forestiere, extrem de fragile sub aspect pedogeochimic, sunt supuse unei presiuni antropice
deosebite, fondul forestier beneficiind de statistici adesea mincinoase, ca de altfel şi în cazul unor lucrări precum cele
de „combaterea” eroziunii solului. Fondul funciar al României, extrem de fragmentat, asigură însă un potenţial
productiv remarcabil, dependent însă de climat dar marcat de precaritatea irigaţiilor, însă potenţat de modernizarea
agrotehnicii şi de selecţia soiurilor sau de adaptarea culturilor la cerinţele solului.
VIITURILE DE PE RÂUL CRASNA ȘI IMPACTUL ACESTORA ASUPRA AȘEZĂRII DOMĂNEȘTI, ÎN
INTERVALUL 1979-2014 / FLASH FLOODS ON THE RIVER CRASNA AND THEIR IMPACT ON
SETTLEMENT DOMĂNEȘTI, BETWEEN 1979-2014
SANISLAI Daniel Nicușor, PIȚIG Nicoleta
Lucrarea de față cu titlul propus, a fost aleasă pentru abordare, dat fiind faptul că, așezarea Domănești din județul Satu
Mare, situată pe cursul inferior al râului Crasna, în joasa Câmpie a Someșului, de la an la an, în timpul celor mai mari
viituri are de suferit în urma expunerii la riscul de inundație, uneori soldându-se cu imense pagube materiale.
Cunoaşterea elementelor caracteristice undelor de viitură, are o importanţă deosebită în proiectarea acumulărilor cu
funcţii multiple, în proiectarea şi plasarea în spaţiu a construcţiilor dar mai ales în prevenirea şi avertizarea populaţiei
în caz de inundaţii, având în vedere faptul că zona este supusă revărsării râurilor, de unde şi cele mai mari dezastre şi
totodată pagube provocate de acest fenomen. În analiza viiturilor, am luat în considerare datele brute înregistrate la
stația hidrometrică Domănești, din arealul analizat, respectiv valorile parametrilor debit lichid și nivel asociate
primelor două viituri din fiecare an, din perioada studiată (1979 - 2014). În acest sens vor fi puse în evidență aspecte
legate de distribuția temporală a fenomenelor hidrice de risc, prin identificarea perioadelor cu vulnerabilitate maximă,
în ceea ce privește condițiile de producere a acestor fenomene (frecvența viiturilor – analiza sezonieră și lunară). De
asemenea, au fost luate în considerare parametri fiecărei viituri în parte, procesându-se valorile într-o sinteză globală
care să cuprindă debitele și nivelurile maxime, precum și celelalte date legate de durată, volumele scurse, intervalul
de timp în care au fost depășite cotele de apărare de la stațiile hidrometrice, coeficienții scurgerii, debitele maxime
specifice etc. Pentru o sinteză mai completă a impactului acestor fenomene de risc de pe raza așezării Domănești, am
luat în considerare cele mai importante viituri care au avut loc de-a lungul intervalului, subliniind debitul şi nivelul
maxim, respectiv data atingerii acestor valori extreme. Un aspect particular al evaluării riscurilor care sunt induse de
aceste fenomene hidrice se referă la raportarea valorilor de nivel atinse la cotele de apărare instituite pe cursul de apă
la staţia hidrometrică. Incidenţa de depăşire a cotelor de apărare în cazul viiturilor derulate în aria de studiu, la care
fondul de date ne-a permis o evaluare amănunţită, fapt care a condus la delimitarea intervalelor de timp în care au fost
depăşite cotele de apărare, în timpul fenomenelor de viitură, respectiv durata în ore, în care aceste praguri critice au
fost acoperite de nivelul apei. Din analiza statistică a şirului de valori s-au determinat valorile medii, respectiv
extremele (maxime şi minime) asociate duratei în ore, în care au fost depăşite cotele de apărare. Ca și obiective
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propuse, unul dintre acestea a fost obținerea hărților la risc. Harta de risc natural la inundaţii constituie documentaţia
ce cuprinde (în formă scrisă şi grafică) zonele inundabile la diverse probabilităţi de producere a viiturilor, cu indicarea
pagubelor materiale şi umane potenţiale, pentru unităţi administrativ-teritoriale afectate de inundaţii. Harta de risc
natural la inundaţii constituie parte componentă a documentaţiei de amenajare a teritoriului judeţean şi se detaliază în
planurile de urbanism generale, zonale şi locale ale localităţilor. Toate aceste măsuri, au ca și rezultat final avertizarea
populației, siguranța acesteia și nu în ultimul rând informarea vizavi de măsurile de prevenire și combatere a acestor
fenomene de risc hidric.
FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN. DISTURBANCE AND REGENERATION IN DECIDUOUS AND CONIFER
FORESTS
SCHULZ Erhard, ALMOHAMAD Hussein, BENCSIK Attila, CACOVEAN Horea, HALL Mathias
Two test and monitoring sites in SW-Germany (Forchtenberg ) and Leghia (NW Romania) furnish insights to the
regeneration modes after fire, clearing, burning, and cultivation -slash and burn - in a deciduous forest or after wildfire
in a conifer stand. Forest maps and archivalia helped to reconstruct the forest history of the last 250 years of the
Forchtenberg site, which as a heritage still influences the present situation. We could document the autonomous coevolution of vegetation and soil over two decades. It was done by transects and mapping as well as by soil analysis
and micromorphology. The role of soil animals for the weathering of charcoals became evident. The evolution of
vegetation and soil after a wildfire could be studied on the Leghia-site and compared with the Forchtenberg results.
As the Leghia site was not cleared after the fire, it enabled us to follow the stages of decay and of regeneration, where
conifers do not play a role. Moreover, one could investigate the effects of grass- and pasture fire, still active in the
region. It also evidenced the necessary differentiation of charred material into wood- and grass coal. The indicator
values of topsoil/soil surfaces are presented as well as those of charred material for the regeneration stages. Finally,
we will discuss the fire risk in deciduous forests under a changing climate.
ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNIVERSAL THERMAL CLIMATE INDEX AND
HEAT AND COLD WAVES IN THE MOST POPULATED CITIES IN ROMANIA
SCRIPCĂ Andreea-Sabina, CROITORU Adina-Eliza
The main objective of this work is to identify the relationship between Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) and
heat and cold waves in the most populated cities in Romania (Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Constanța, Iași and Timișoara).
The results of UTCI compared to moderate heat and cold waves are presented. Daily data on air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and cloudiness over a historical 56-year period (1961-2016) were considered for this analysis.
BioKlima 2.6 software and the Microsoft Excel were employed to process those data. The most important results are:
during the hot season, the most days characterized by heat stress identified based on UTCI coincide with heat wave
days; cold wave days belong to the most severe bioclimatic classes for cold stress; warm spell and cold spell days
correspond to the thermal comfort class, which lead to a mitigation of the thermal stress felt by the human body.
WATER RESOURCES AND HYDRO BALANCE IN SĂLAJ COUNTY
ȘERBAN Gheorghe, BĂTINAȘ Răzvan
The study start with a short introduction about world and Romanian water resources, where the most relevant works
are mentioned. Next part of the study is dedicated to the natural factors that condition the water resource (precipitation
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and evapo-transpiration, soil texture, rocks permeability, drainage density and hydro-graphic component underground and surface). The main part of the study is focused effectively on water resources, also, broken in an
underground and a surface water components chapters. Related to the surface water resource, the average rivers flow,
maximum river flow, minimum river flow (the area have an easy deficit regarding the flow) and lakes water stock, are
detailed studied. The final part of the study give to the reader important information regarding the hydro balance and
the stage of water resources in the Sălaj County. Starting from the simplified equation of Penck (X = Y + Z), where
X is multi-annual average precipitation, Y average global flow and Z average evapo-transpiration, and from the aridity
index (Ka = Z / X), we obtained an integrated image on the water resource of the studied area. Starting from Gâștescu
and Ujvari conclusion, that using the aridity index Ka it may obtain three humidity areas in Romania: rich (Ka < 0,8),
variable (Ka = 0,8-1,2) and deficitary (Ka > 1,2), we can estimate that the mountainous area of the Sălaj County may
be considered in rich humidity area, and the rest of the territory (hilly and depressions) remain in variable - easily on
deficitary area.
UTILIZAREA METODELOR DE ANALIZA SIG ÎN DETERMINAREA ACCESIBILITĂȚII
TURIȘTILOR SPRE STAȚIUNILE BALNEOCLIMATICE, CLIMATICE ȘI LOCALITĂȚILE CU
FACTORI TERAPEUTICI NATURALI DIN MOLDOVA
BISTRICEAN Petruț-Ionel, MIHĂILĂ Dumitru, EFROS Vasile, HORODNIC Vasilică-Dănuț
Studiul are o aplicare interdisciplinară, implementând tehnicile informaționale geografice in analiza turismului
balnear. Dezvoltarea activităților turistice și fluxul tot mai mare de turiști sunt strâns legate de sistemul complex al
căilor de comunicații și transport. Atragerea turiștilor către stațiunile din Moldova presupune existența unor căi de
transport care să satisfacă cerințele și exigențele tot mai mari ale turiștilor. Accesibilitatea raportată la rolul rețelelor
infrastructurii de transport în sincronizarea și organizarea activităților turistice din stațiunile balneoclimatice și
turistice din Moldova, semnifică ușurința mai mare sau mai mică cu care turiștii pot ajunge dintr-un anumit loc în
aceste stațiuni apelând la un tip sau la toate tipurile de transport a căror conexiune în raport cu destinația aleasă este
favorabilă turistului. Cercetarea accesibilității stațiunilor din Moldova poate oferi argumente pentru completarea
strategiilor de dezvoltare teritorială in privința turismului balnear.
CHRONO-SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTORAL VARIABLES IN THE ROMANIAN SPACE
BOAMFĂ Ionel
The paper intends to highlight the chrono-spatial distribution of the voter turnout and the political preferences of the
electors in the last two centuries in the Romanian Space. These include the entire Dobrogea and Bucovina and
Basarabia, covering the territory of Romania for the years 1920-1940. The data are aggregated at the interwar county
level. Taking in account the different years of the parliamentary elections in Romanian Principalities/Romania,
respectively Habsburg/Austrian-Hungarian Empire, Tsarist Empire, Ottoman Empire, Bulgaria (before 1918), Soviet
Union, Ukraine, R. of Moldova, Bulgaria (after 1940/1944), the electoral results have being calculated at five years
periods (beginning with the number 1 and 6 of each decennia).
SPATIAL EVOLUTION OF TISA RIVER AS INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BODOCAN Voicu, HORVATH Csaba, POP Olimpiu
Within international law, boundaries between states are characterized by an inherent rigidity due to the exercise of
exclusive sovereignty. Some of the natural barriers, like rivers and mountains, were commonly considered in the
delimitation of communal, administrative or national territoriality. One of the important issues regarding the
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delimitation on watercourses, at international level, concerns the location of the border line and its subsequent
management of the functions and allocated rights to use the river’s resources, particularly for water supply. Some
methods have been applied in the delineation of international boundaries on rivers, but most of them are influenced
by the dynamic nature of the riverbed which can change dramatically over time, reshaping its environment and making
it difficult to preserve the initial allocation and functionality of territories. In order to study such changes, we chose
the Tisa River for the analysis, because of its centennial role as a border in the north of Romania and its important
meandering and spatial evolution that could generate transboundary problems. Through the diachronic analysis of the
river channel patterns we identified the most geomorphologically active parts of the analyzed riverbed and tried to
assess the areas where there were the most significant changes regarding the national border and to identify the
political issues which could result from this channel migration processes. For our results, we turned to cartographic
and dendrochronological data, through cartographic analysis we identified the historical evolution of the Tisa River’s
main channel, while by the dendrochronological approach we dated within a case study site the minimum age of the
meander stability. During the last century there where several moments when the Tisa River changed its path due to
natural evolution, from these we identified and documented some periods in which the flooding and associated channel
migration processes had considerable economic consequences on the localities from both neighboring countries. In
the last decades of the analyzed period, the anthropic impact on the meandering dynamics along the Tisa River became
more and more substantial, as the river’s free flow and evolution has been significantly reduced.
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF INCOMING TRAVEL PACKAGES IN ROMANIA. STUDY CASE
TOURS INCLUDING CLUJ-NAPOCA
BOLOG Cristina, TALPOȘ Loredana Maria
The main purpose of this study is to analyse the features of tourist packages (tours) created and marketed by tour
operators to foreign tourists visiting one of the main cities in Romania, Cluj-Napoca. The secondary objectives are to
identify the characteristics of the travel packages, the features of tourists’ stay in Cluj-Napoca and the presence of this
travel destination in the tourist products. Thus, the territory focused is the city of Cluj-Napoca, being, nevertheless,
analysed the whole tourist package, in order to place the stay in this travel destination in the general context.
“VALEA JIULUI” – DE LA MINERIT LA DEZVOLTARE DURABILĂ
BOLOSIN Ionela-Roxana, BUZATU Mioara-Mădălina, BREJE Mihai-Grațian, BILAȘCO Ștefan
Rezervele de zăcământ din Valea Jiului au fost descoperite întâmplător de trupele austro-ungare, la sfârșitul secolului
al XVIII-lea, urmând ca în secolul următor să fie demarate primele lucrări de prospectare și extragere a cărbunelui.
Mineritul a reprezentat o activitate de o importanță majoră în areal, astfel că impactul s-a realizat atât asupra populației,
dar și asupra economiei întregii țări, bazinul carbonifer din Depresiunea Petroșani devenind cel mai mare și important
bazin din întreaga țară, unde producția s-a ridicat la nivelul marilor bazine carbonifere din Europa, cu 15 mine
deschise, diferențiate prin zăcământul extras. Prin studiul de față am urmărit să parcurgem o linie cronologică a istoriei
mineritului din Valea Jiului, evoluția și situația actuală a minelor, efectele activității miniere asupra populației, iar mai
apoi au fost făcute propuneri în vederea valorificării din punct de vedere turistic al Exploatării Miniere Lupeni, urmând
ca acestea să fie implementate odată cu închiderea ei.
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PLACE AND ROLE OF TOURISM GEOGRAPHY IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN ROMANIA
CIANGĂ Nicolae, DEZSI Ștefan, OPREA Marius-George
In this paper the authors proposed to carry out a radiography of Romanian tourism in the light of the stage reached in
the detailed knowledge of the tourist offer, the evolution of the research of the tourism phenomenon at the scale of the
Romanian area, as well as the evolution of university education in the field Geography of Tourism. The main stages
of research and valorisation of attractive resources belonging to the natural, but also to the anthropical framework are
reviewed, preliminary to complex studies of practical-applicative nature, prevailing in recent years, which have
targeted specifically at the development of tourist development strategies of variable territories as complexity, spatial
extension and taxonomic rank. The theme of these studies is a varied one, and their selection was based on
documentary and laborious research, which finally allowed the identification and selection of major contributions with
which the Romanian researchers from the field of tourism participated to various national and international scientific
manifestations, with visibility and scientific impact. A consistent sequence of the work is allocated to the contributions
of the research and university education of profile from the Babeş-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of
Geography. The vast and diverse bibliography focused on a varied, theoretical and applicative problem is distinguished
by various contributions, from the level of scientific studies and articles, to tourist guides, monographs, treaties of
profile, as well as by PhD thesis in the geographic field, elaborated and successfully delivered.
EFECTELE POPULAȚIEI TRANSHUMANTE ÎN PĂSTRAREA ELEMENTELOR TRADIȚIONALE DIN
ORAȘUL NOVACI
CRUCERU Cristina-Maria
Obiceiurile și tradițiile populare reprezintă bunuri spirituale care aparțin întregului nostru popor. Acestea sunt
moștenite de la strămoșii noștri, conturând elementele însușirilor specifice poporului nostru. Preocuparea pentru
strângerea, păstrarea și punerea în valuare a obiceiurilor și tradițiilor novăcene s-a exprimat din vreme. "Viața
săteanului cu toate greutățile pe care le-a avut de suportat în lungul veacurilor, a fost plină de manifestări cu un conținut
bogat, care au contribuit la întărirea coeziunii sale spirituale." Fascinat de jocurile și portul novăcenilor, la începutul
secolului 20, Alexandru Vlahuță scrie informații valoroase despre obiceiurile și tradițiile întâlnite la Novaci.
CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES IN NORTHERN TRANSYLVANIA AS TOURIST LANDMARKS
DRĂGAN Magdalena
In this paper we studied the manner in which local and regional authorities see churches and monasteries in Northern
Transylvania as tourist landmarks. In order to do that we analyzed the local and regional policies and strategies for
tourism issued between 2007 and 2018, and we looked at the way in which churches and monasteries have been
marketed as tourist attractions. We have looked into several positive and negative aspects that will provide useful
insights for the next regional tourism strategy.
EXPERIENCES OF COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM IN RURAL ROMANIA: CHANCES AND
CHALLENGES
HAVADI NAGY Kinga Xenia, ESPINOSA SEGUI Ana
European and national policies consider tourism as an important tool in rural development, especially as one
component of a broad-based plan to improve rural economics. The general opinion of policy makers and academicians
consider that Community based tourism (CBT), despite various shortcomings (structural inequalities within
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communities, complexity of the community, access to control and decision-making processes), has the potential to
contribute to the economic, environmental and socio-cultural sustainability of rural regions. This paper focuses on
chances and challenges of CBT in Romania. The country has a strong rural character due to the fact that 87% of the
total territory is defined as of rural character and around 45% of the total population lives in rural areas. Natural and
cultural features ensure a versatile potential for touristic exploitation, but the villages are endangered by several
phenomena, like rural exodus, or post-socialist economic and social transformations. Analyzing the experiences of
four CBT initiatives (in the villages Viscri, Sâncraiu, Rimetea and Roşia Montană), the survey intended to identify
factors of success or failure of this kind of initiatives, emphasizing on the premises for successful CBT projects and
on the possible obstacles in starting and developing CBT enterprises. Applying qualitative methodology (interviews,
on-site observations, informal discussions) we came to the following major conclusions: on one hand innovative
approaches of CBT in rural areas ignited by charismatic leaders with entrepreneurial spirit develop based on the
existent social capital, but on the other hand various initiatives are vulnerable due to hampering local municipalities
or sustainability issues.

SMALL TOWNS IN THE SHADOW OF A BIG CITIES (URBAN AREAS IN PÉCS AND CLUJ-NAPOCA)
HORECZKI Réka
The settlement network as a whole is a stable system, most of the changes occur in the long run. The changing political
systems, alliances and state borders were sufficient to bring about considerable changes in the settlement network,
especially in the case of capitals and large cities (Hajdú, 2014). In the 1990s, the more or less homogenised system of
settlements was affected to a significant degree by phenomena such as deindustrialisation, de-urbanisation,
privatisation, foreign capital investments and the possibility of local autonomy, which led to increased competition
between different hierarchical levels and elements of the settlement system (Enyedi, 1998). Hungarian and Romanian
urbanization processes have progressed on similar lines from 1990. The main differences can be observed between
their population size and the dynamics before the regime change. Nowadays there are 346 settlements in town status
in Hungary. Seven-tenth of Hungary’s population lives in towns, two-thirds of the towns (182) have a population
under 30.000. Half of the towns have a population less than 8.634. Most of these towns have important natural
endowments, but not all of them are able to utilize it. The quality of settlements which have town status is quite
diverse, regarding their population and infrastructural and functional characteristics. Towns are the power centres of
economic life due to their population density, heterogeneous employment build-up, and because their morphologic
image and standards are different from those of villages. My study aims to present the long-term developmental
legislation and characteristic features of small towns (in Pécs and Cluj-Napoca suburb's) which entities strongly
influence the economic, social and political life.
CONTENT ANALYSIS AND RELATED INTERPRETATION MODELS REGARDING THE HIKING
TRAILS OF CREASTA COCOȘULUI WITH FOCUS ON TEXTS DESCRIBING EX-ANTE AND EXPOST EXPERIENCE
ILIEȘ Gabriela, SIMION Simona-Alina, ILIEȘ Marin, HOTEA Mihai, BUMBAK Silviu-Vasile
Creasta Cocoșului - Mara Cosău Valley ecotourism destination is organized around seven important nature protection
sites and traditional villages of Maramureș, providing ecotourism services based mostly on the marked hiking trails
in mountain environment (30 km) and within the villages (46 km). The main actors of tourism evolving in the area
determined different communication highlights on the hiking trails in order to increase the number of visitors and to
enhance their experience. Therefore, the study looks at the texts describing ex-ante and ex-post experience combining
the results with conclusions from participant observation, field research. The result is a content analysis and related
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interpretation models on the main outputs: maps, websites, travel blogs and official publications in the study area.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS WITH DEMOPROJ – SPECTRUM. TESTING FOR LAU2
IPATIOV Filip
DemoProj is a module of the Spectrum application developed by Avenir Health that allows facile demographic
projections for states or larger regions. The application is based on the components method. This paper proposes
testing the module for a lower level NUTS, respectively LAU2.
POTENTIAL OF NIGHT-TIME LIGHT IMAGERY TO MEASURE REGIONAL INEQUALITY IN
ROMANIA
IVAN Kinga, HOLOBÂCĂ Iulian-Horia, BENEDEK József, TÖRÖK Ibolya
Night-time lights reflects the intensity of human economic activity of an area. Within this paper, we propose to
measure the regional inequality in Romania at local and county level, for the period 1992-2018, using remote sensing
and statistical data. Based on the night-time light satellite images, we computed the degree of night-time illumination
corresponding to the years 1992, 2008, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016 and 2018. For the period 1992-2013 we used the
DMSP-OLS satellite images and for the period 2013-2018 the NPP-VIIRS satellite images from the NOAA database.
Information on the the degree of night-time illumination and population data (obtained from the 1992 and 2011
population census) were processed at the level of equal cells (0.15 km²) using ArcGIS and PostgreSQL softwares.
Subsequently based on these data and using the Gini index approach, the Night Light Development Index (NLDI) was
calculated within the MATLAB software. NLDI allowed us to compare at local and at country level the economic
development of Romania for the period 1992-2018. To validate the results we used regression analysis and statistical
correlation based on the GDP data from the Eurostat database (2000-2016) and the NLDI index obtained at county
level. The results highlighted a strong correlation between the two variables, which denotes that night-time light
satellite imagery can be used as a proxy to measure the economic development of an area.
NECESSITY AND OPPORTUNITIES OF A LOCAL POTENTIAL MODEL
KOVÁCS Sándor Zsolt, MEZEI Cecília
We detected a strong demand for a kind of application for the estimation of local resources. Thus, in the framework
of this research we elaborated a version of a potential analysing model concentrating on the different types of sources.
Our model uses various methodology of the measuring of renewable energy potentials and measuring other local
capitals (human, social, traditional), so it uses external databases (e.g. national statistical offices, sectoral data,
interviews, questions etc.) and we created some new calculation methods for some potentials e.g. biomass and biogas).
HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON THE QUALITY OF HOUSING IN INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL
LITERATURE
LĂZĂRESCU Luminița-Mirela
Living is a historical, dynamic process, strongly influenced by natural and socio-economical factors (climate, cultural
differences, socio-economic development level of a community etc.) The issue of housing quality is brought to the attention
of researchers by a rather complex problem: from the diversity of the forms of organization of human settlements and the
differences existing at the level of spatial planning for housing, to changing the preferences of the population for housing
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and to the context in which this process is taking place today: globalization, climate change, demographic growth, influx of
immigrants from rural areas to major cities, lack of space, segregation of residential neighborhoods by racial, income etc.

STUDIUL DE CAZ – METODĂ DE ÎNVĂȚARE EFICIENTĂ A POTENȚIALULUI TURISTIC AL
LACURILOR SĂRATE DIN SLĂNIC PRAHOVA
MARIN Viorel-Alin
Lucrarea de față pune în evidență valoarea didactică a studiului de caz, ca metodă activă de instruire și educare, în
cadrul procesului de învățământ. Fiind în general cunoscut, studiul de caz promovează un demers didactic interactiv,
bazat pe utilizarea unui ansamblu de procese şi strategii cognitive, care conduc la formarea de competenţe disciplinare
și transversale, de atitudini şi deprinderi, îndeosebi pentru dezvoltarea la elevi a capacităţilor aplicative, formative,
ludice, euristice și de examinare critică, cât şi a comportamentelor sociale, evitându-se, astfel, învățarea prin
teoretizare excesivă. De altfel, prin intermediul acestei metode, în demersul de analiză de tip sistemic și dezbaterii
colective de caz a potențialului turistic al lacurilor sărate din Slănic Prahova, se oferă semnificație și relevanță
materialului de învățat a orizontului local, conducând spre o mai bună înțelegere din partea elevilor, care, astfel, se
confruntă direct cu această situație reală, ce favorizează cunoașterea inductivă. Așadar, în această lucrare, se prezintă
tipologia sarcinilor de lucru în cadrul studiului de caz pentru abordarea pedagogică a potențialului turistic al lacurilor
sărate din stațiunea Slănic Prahova. În legătură cu aceste aspecte, studiul de caz reprezintă și o modalitate eficientă de
apropiere a procesului de învățare de contextul extrașcolar, prin care îi determină pe elevi să studieze suplimentar și
să realizeze comentarii, fotografii şi chiar filmuleţe sugestive.
THE URBAN GARDENS, BETWEEN GREEN SPACE AND FOOD UTILITY
MATEI Daniela
The lands within the build-up areas of the rural or urban areas are currently under the siege of residential, industrial,
commercial, and agricultural employment. At present there is a larger interest in strengthening and increasing the local
food production as an attempt to diminish the negative effect triggered by population growth, global climate changes
or the volatility of food prices. Under the circumstances, the researchers’ attention has been drawn to a long overdue
resource neglected by microeconomics, namely the rural and urban gardens. In the rural environment, the gardens are
those areas located in the immediate proximity of the household buildings and intended to produce agricultural
products for own consumption. They also include a sort of perception related to a supplementary system of alimentary
production on a small scale managed by the members of the family. This system is constituted of a variety of species
of plants and animals which mirrors the natural ecosystem. The paper has a paralleling approach of the agriculture’s
ingress into the urban spaces through the multifunctional employment of the greenfield sites. Certainly, there is no
question about urban agricultural replacing the traditional one as no city or town will ever be able to produce alone its
entire necessary food. Yet, the urban gardens are a reality that should be seen as such since they can have a key role
in the territorial land planning and designing. The value of agriculture from the urban spaces is first supported by their
utility as an education and involvement tool within the community and, also backed by the fact that the products
obtained offer the people involved in the process that unique sense of work value and the cultural continuity of a
certain type of tradition as well.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (A CASE STUDY: SIGHIŞOARA – TÂRNAVA MARE
PROTECTED AREA - ROSCI0227, ROMANIA)
MUNTEAN Octavian-Liviu, BUZILĂ Liviu, MĂCICĂȘAN Vlad, MALOȘ Cristian, ROȘIAN Gheorghe, BACIU
Nicolae
This approach seeks to test the applicability and effectiveness of Geographic Information System (GIS) in
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). A GIS and RIAM methodology have been developed and applied to a
natural protected area (Sighişoara - Târnava Mare, Romania) included into the European Ecological Network
NATURA 2000 (as Site of Community Interest - ROSCI0227). The elements of interest of the area are represented
by the presence of 18 natural habitats (e.g. pastures, shrubs and forests) and over 30 threatened species of flora and
fauna (e.g. bats, mammals and frogs) which are vulnerable even to minor environmental changes. This area is subject
of various pressures related to traditional activities (agricultural, pastoral and forest management), illegal waste
deposits, roads and settlements (as sources of in situ environmental pollution), active geomorphological processes,
noise pollution, uncontrolled fire and tourism activities. Some sectors of the area are dominated by fragility and there
the socio-economic development has a strong environmental impact. Negative impacts on protected area are linked to
environmental vulnerabilities and they are assessed by using of a set of common methods (e.g. checklists) and
techniques (e.g. Geographic Information System). Positive impacts are related to the socioeconomic benefits (e.g.
ecosystem services) offered by protected area for the local community and other stakeholders. In this case, some
methods like qualitative benefits appraisal and Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix (RIAM) have been connected by
using of GIS technique. Our case study demonstrates that GIS technique has the great potential for improving the
traditional assessment methodologies which are based on a mix of quantitative and qualitative geographical and
ecological data. We conclude that an integrated EIA based on GIS and RIAM is a powerful tool for a sustainable
territorial management and biodiversity conservation at regional and local level.
CHANGES IN THE ACTIVE POPULATION STRUCTURE OF PETROŞANI DEPRESSION
MUREŞAN Gabriela Alina, LUNG Mădălin Sebastian
Numerous sociological and geographic studies insist on the consequences of industrial restructuring on the mining
regions of Romania, in particular Petroşani Depression. The most widely known effects were social in nature,
especially high unemployment rates. However, the demographic consequences of such a process are equally
important, with visible short, medium, and long-time effects: emmigration, low birth rates, population decrease,
changes in the demographic structure. Our paper intends to analyze the changes that took place within the occupational
structure of the area in the last 27 years, caused by mine closings and massive worker layoffs. Despite the fact that the
industrial sector, once the defining feature of the region, has been in continuous decline, it continues to employ a
significant portion of the occupied population in the region. Overall however, according to statistical data, mining
operations and activities are waning.
PIPELINES FOR ENERGY, INTERESTS FOR COMPANIES AND GREAT POWERS
NAGY Egon, LAKATOS Artur
Europe is currently dependant on fossil fuels from the post-Soviet space. With the outbreak of the Russian-Ukrainian
dispute in 2006, this dependency became more relevant from strategic considerations, thus the Southern Gas Corridor
initiative was born. The North Stream pipeline - which supplies Germany, from Russia, through the northern seas – is
fully operational. The same cannot be said concerning pipelines which are meant to supply the former Communist,
currently EU member countries and the Balkans, due to rivalling economic (policies of big companies) and
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geopolitical interests. This article will analyse the most important pipeline projects, their economic and political
background; it will also look into the reasons why some of these projects were unsuccessful while analyzing the
possible outcomes of the projects that are still functional. The analysis will be placed in the settings of current
international relations and geopolitics, taking into consideration the Ukrainian crisis, the turmoil in the Middle East,
and the frozen conflicts of the Caucasus and its vicinity.

PERCEPTION AND VALORISATION OF INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE IN CRAIOVA CITY, ROMANIA
NIȚĂ Amalia
Many former industrial cities in Romania are part of the post-communism legacy, with their specific urban landscape
and historical and cultural assets. Recently significant changes in terms of socio-economic aspects and urban landscape
affected the urban identity of the cities, many of them still trying to find a way for urban regeneration and economic
development. The industrial heritage (including factories, warehouses etc.) has become a valuable asset for economy
or tourism, a source of space reinterpretation of many areas that were rejected previously by the public. Craiova has a
number of used or unused industrial buildings included in the national cultural heritage list and a lot of potential for
their valorisation. Currently the regeneration projects mostly focused on the commercial, administrative or sport reuse
of these facilities and target to attract specific groups such as young people or professionals. The study aims to
contribute to a better understanding of the perception and attitudes of a group of population, not necessarily residents
of Craiova, towards the industrial heritage of the city taking into consideration the background of understanding the
cultural heritage and moreover the reuse and valorisation of this industrial heritage in the context of local development.
The perception revealed a strong attitude and interest towards the industrial heritage of the city and the potential for
conservation and reuse are valued highly. But some problems were also underlined: issues in terms of visual
identification, improper reuse of facilities, poor economic benefits, a lack of support from the authorities. Thus former
industrial areas have to acquire new functions according to the needs of the city and can become tools in further
guidelines for urban sustainable development. The paper provides suggestions for the future valorisation and image
improvement of industrial heritage in the context of urban development.
URBAN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT: A CASE STUDY OF ACCESSIBLE TOURISM IN CLUJ-NAPOCA
OPREA Marius George, BENCHEA Alexandru
Accessible tourism is a growing market, and the increasing number of tourists with special access has led in recent
years to establishing more destinations without barriers. Cluj-Napoca, one of the main tourist destinations of Romania,
has tried in recent years to make the city accessible for tourists with disabilities. The main purpose of this study is to
examine the current facilities and services in Cluj-Napoca and to offer recommendations based on accessible global
standards for integration into standardized development as an accessible urban tourist destination. The analysis of
accessible tourism is based on the daily experience of one of the authors who is the voice of people with visual
disabilities.
ZGOMOTUL URBAN ŞI ANCHETE LEGATE DE SĂNĂTATE. STUDIU DE CAZ – MUNICIPIUL ALBA
IULIA
OPREAN-CRAȘOVEANU Daniel-Marcel, IRIMUȘ Ioan-Aurel, MOLDOVAN Crina-Lavinia, CUNTAN Lucia
Organizația Mondială a Sănătății (OMS) a declarat zgomotul ca poluant in 1972. În ultimele decenii, calitatea mediului
urban a atras interesul cercetătorilor din cauza extinderii urbane în creștere, în special în țările în curs de dezvoltare.
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Scopul acestui studiu a fost evaluarea efectelor expunerii la zgomot în șase zone de sunet urbane: Zone cu niveluri
ridicate și joase de zgomot în scenarii de agrement, de lucru și de acasă. Studiu multi disciplinar. În prezentul studiu
analizează zgomotul urban al municipiului Alba Iulia precum și diferite metode de combatere a acestuia. Studiul a
fost realizat în două etape: Evaluarea nivelurilor de zgomot, cu elaborarea hărților de zgomot și a anchetelor legate de
sănătate. Fondul construit existent în momentul de față nu oferă măsuri de protecție împotriva zgomotului, astfel
trebuie determinate sursele de zgomot și localizate la nivelul municipiului. Sursele principale de zgomot identificate
sunt traficul rutier, traficul feroviar sau industrial, acestea sunt completate la un nivel mai mic de zgomotul traficului
aerian sau zgomotul industrial produs de unitățile admistrative adiacente. Astfel regândirea acestor sisteme complexe
și inter-conectate poate ameliorea starea urbană existentă prevenind disfuncționalitățile între cartiere. Metodele de
calcul implementate sunt cele solicitate prin HG nr.321/2005 privind evaluarea și gestionarea zgomotului ambient, cu
modificările și completările ulterioare. Pentru traficul rutier este utilizată metodă franceză “NMPB – Routes-96”,
pentru traficul rezultat din traficul feroviar este utilizată metodă olandeză, iar pentru zgomotul industrial – ISO 96132. Viziunea pentru municipiul Alba Iulia este aceea de a estompa zonele unde valorile dB sunt ridicate pentru a putea
îmbunătății calitatea de viață a cetăţenilor. Modernizarea și importantă orașului este influențată de legătură cu orașele
Europene. Prin prezentul studiu și măsurile acestuia de protecție pot fi implementate politici de amenajare și dezvoltare
urbană a localității Alba Iulia și apropierea acestuia de Vestul Europei. Concluzionăm că utilizarea acestui tip de
evaluare poate clarifica relația dintre expunerea urbană la zgomot și sănătate.
ROMANIA – AN UNDERAPPRECIATED TOURIST DESTINATION?
POP Ana-Maria, HOGNOGI Gheorghe-Gavrilă
Romania is one of the European countries with a great variety of landscapes and a high density of cultural objectives,
but insufficiently used as a tourist destination. Even more, due to the lack of capitalization of the tourist offer, Romania
is not perceived as a very attractive tourist destination for foreign tourists. Now, tourist information and promotion
centers (CITs) as specialized structures subordinated to local and county councils represent important locations for
the polarization of local and regional tourism products or offers. 371 CITs were identified in Romania, 98 CITs have
national accreditation and only one has a regional accreditation. The largest share of CITs belongs to local centers
(266). As conclusive issues, with few exceptions (the national or regional information centers), we can highlight that
there is no centralized database as regards the tourism centers and their offers and services, and there are limited
measures or policies for local governance.
CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION PROGRAMMES – FROM PREMISES TO ACHIEVEMENTS.
TOURISM IN ROMANIA-SERBIA BORDER REGION AS CASE STUDY
POPESCU Liliana, NIȚĂ Amalia
The INTERREG IPA Cross-border cooperation programme, among other numerous programmes initiated by the
European Union, offers ample opportunities for cooperation and social and economic development of neighbouring
countries. Within the IPA CBC Romania-Serbia programme, the eligible area for joint action and financing includes
three Romanian counties and five Serbian districts, empowering various institutions, local authorities and private nonprofit organizations to develop new partnerships and projects to benefit the local and regional economy. The paper
aims to assess the territorial impact of the cross-border cooperation programme at the Romanian-Serbian border, with
focus on the tourism sector, focusing on the economic, social and cultural outputs of the projects, such as investments,
key statistical tourism data, cultural events, local community benefits. Within the two programming periods, 20072013 and 2014-2020, tourism was ranked among the main pillars of development, either as a measure within the first
priority axis (Economic and Social Development) during the first period, or as a major priority axis – Attractiveness
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for sustainable tourism during the latter. Thus, there were financed 30 tourism related projects, totalling some 15 mil
US$, where local authorities were the leader for most projects during the first programming period, while after 2014,
the non-governmental organisations account for almost half of the projects leaders. Not always, the municipalities
with highest inflows of finances are those with the highest increase in the number of tourists, nights spent or significant
visibility.

RECONFIGURATION OF THE WINE TERRITORY'S OF ROMANIA AFTER 1989
RUSU Eugen, BOBRIC Diana Elena, BREĂBAN Iuliana Gabriela, BENGHEA Alexandra
After 1990, important changes in the structure of land use in Romania appeared, and in the field of viticulture there
were decompositions and territorial reconfigurations with different intensities. In Romania, the evolution of the areas
cultivated with vines is declining in two directions / trends. The first and most visible is represented by a relative
stability of the cultivated areas in the counties of Moldova and NW Region. There are no significant changes at the
communal level, except for some UATs with a high viticulture potential - Cotnari, Drânceni (VS), Tătărăni (VS),
Băneasa (GL) or Banca (VS), that register an additional area cultivated between 2006 and 2018. The second trend is
represented by the significant reduction of the cultivated areas mainly in Oltenia, Dobrogea, the Tutovei Hills and the
center of Buzau County. In addition, this decrease is also affected by a visible effect of spatial autocorrelation, an
issue with important implications in the field of rural spatial planning in the eastern part of the country. The probable
causes that led to this situation are: the adjustment of the national legislation, in relation to the EU requirements (the
elimination of the plots cultivated with hybrid vines), the dissolution of the administrative capacity and of the
agronomic expertise at local level, new logics of organization of the agricultural holdings (smaller plots and higher
value-added finished product). Overall, the evolution of the areas cultivated with vines from the eastern side is less
abrupt, compared to the situations recorded in the South-West, the center of Transylvania or in Banat.
THE GLOBAL NORTH-SOUTH ATLAS: MAPPING GLOBAL CHANGE
SOLARZ Marcin
In November 2019, Routledge will publish “The Global North-South Atlas: Mapping Global Change”. The atlas
deconstructs the contemporary image of the North-South divide and advocates the need for the international
community to redraw the global map, as the contemporary world map with the 1980 Brandt Line drawing a stark
divide between developed and underdeveloped countries no longer serves its purpose in the twenty-first century. The
atlas firstly analyses the genesis, nature and validity of the Brandt Line, before going on to discuss its validity through
centuries and demonstrating the many definitions and philosophies of development that exist or may exist, which
make it difficult to define a single notion of a Global North and South. The book concludes by proposing a new
schemes of division between developed and developing countries.
LUMINI ŞI UMBRE ÎN EVOLUŢIA SECULARĂ A GEOGRAFIEI CLUJENE
SURD Vasile, PARASCHIV Viorel
Înfiinţarea şcolii superioare de geografie la Cluj-Napoca se asociază cu Marea Unire de la 1918, răspunzând unui
deziderat naţional cardinal, acela de cunoaştere a spaţiului geografic transilvan, tălmăcit până la acea dată, majoritar
de către condeie străine. Un rol hotărâtor în susţinerea şi dezvoltarea geografiei la Cluj l-au avut geografii francezi
Emmanuel de Martone şi Robert Ficheaux, care deşi de formaţie geomorfologi, au avut marele merit de a străbate la
pas pământul Transilvaniei, luând contact direct cu realităţile economice, spirituale şi etnice. Acest episod al prezenţei
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geografilor franceyi mai sus menţionaţi la Cluj, şi traseele lor memorabile prin satele şi oraşele transilvane, avea să
fie un argument peremptoriu al solicitării lor ca experţi neutri la conferinţa de pace de la Paris vizând tzrasarea graniţei
de vest a României (pentru o mai bună edificare a se consulta articolul lui Neacşu V. şi Neguţ S. din Terra, 2018). Pe
durata dictatului de la Viena (1940-1944) geografia a fost srămutată la Timişoara, fiind o etapă de regres evident, cu
toate că strădaniile geografilor clujeni şi bănăţeni de a ţine un standard profesional ridicat (lipsa de candidaţi şi a
schimbului de publicaţii în ţară şi străinătate, ş.a.). Până la schimbarea codurilor politice din decembrie 1989, geografia
a funcţionat la parametri normali, cu durata studiilor de 5 ani şi a 25 de studenţi/an de studiu, fiind inclusă sub aceeaşi
cupolă administrativă cu biologia şi geologia. La 22 iulie 1994 s-a decis înfiinţarea Facultăţii de Geografie la ClujNapoca ca entitate separată de către rectorul Andrei Marga şi a cancelarului fostei facultăţi de biologie-geografiegelogie, Vasile Surd, acesta din urmă fiind numit decan al noii facultăţi de Geografie (aprobarea Ministerului
Învăţământului cu nr. 38212/17 septembrie 1994). A crescut vertiginos numărul de secţii şi cel al studenţilor,
înfiinţându-se şi extensii de profil la Sighetul Marmaţiei, Gheorgheni, Zalău. În paralel şi treptat a scăzut la cote
alarmante calitatea învăţământului şi s-a degradat iremediabil deontologia profesională prin practici de plagiat a unor
lideri, unele cu ecou internaţional. Pe piaţa muncii, ca şi în alte domenii, s-a ajuns la o "saturaţie geografică".
TOURIST’S PERCEPTION IN THE COMMUNITY OF LEGEND TOURISM IN ROMANIA - DRACULA
TOURISM
TEODORESCU Camelia, DUCMAN Andrei, POP Vasile, SZEMKOVICS Laurentiu, RADOI Irina-Valentina,
BIRA Nicoleta
Legend tourism registers a constant growth nowadays. Bran, through the legend created around the character of the
notorious Dracula, as well as of the historical character Vlad Tepes, attracts more tourists from year to year. The
present study aims to analyse the degree of satisfaction of the demands of the tourists visiting Bran, starting from the
legend, the castle and the products related to them. The methodology was based on the empirical analysis, the
application of a questionnaire, both online and s on the field, among tourists, followed by the graphical representation
of the results. The sample amounted to 347 responses. The results obtained from the application offer an overview
regarding the needs and expectations of tourists related to the Dracula phenomenon and to the legendary tourism in
the Bran area. The results of our study can be used by those interested in the development of tourism in general, as
well as of the legend tourism in particular, in order to satisfy the demands of tourists, which seem to be increasingly
captured by the legend, mystery, briefly said, by Dracula.
THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF THE RESIDENTS OF BRAN AS CONSEQUENCE OF
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEGEND TOURISM
TEODORESCU Camelia, RADOI Irina-Valentina, POP Vasile, DUCMAN Andrei, BIRA Nicoleta
The study is based on the socio-economic analysis of the residents of the commune of Bran, Brasov county, Romania,
regarding the importance of tourism and, in particular, of the legend tourism, which appeared at the same time with
the legend of Dracula. There were investigated the conditions in which Bran Castle maintains this tourism, through
the legend, thus generating an income for the local population. At the same time, the study aims to analyse the degree
of satisfaction of the residents regarding the sale of their own products and the insurance of the non-cash income,
throughout the year. The methodology was based on the empirical analysis, the application of a questionnaire online
and on the field, being also conducted a social survey among the residents, followed by the graphical representation
of the results. The sample amounted to 398 responses by the application of the questionnaire and 56 residents being
interviewed. The results indicate a gain in terms of residents' incomes, but there is also the possibility of diversifying
them. There is also necessary a better arrangement of spaces for the commercialization of specific products mingled
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together with those required by the Dracula phenomenon. The results of our study can be used by those interested in
developing this infrastructure, so necessary for residents and tourists as well.
DEMOGRAPHY, EDUCATION, HEALTH AND CULTURE IN CLUJ METROPOLITANE ZONE
(APAHIDA, AITON, BACIU, AND BORȘA COMMUNES)
TIMIȘ Minodora
The analyses of the human settlements and population in Metropolitan Cluj Zone, as everywhere, depends both, on
the social, economic and historical context, and the peculiarities of the environment favored or restricted the way of
natural also anthropic resources. Formed in 1992, Metropolitan Cluj Zone, represents an administrative-territorial unit,
covering 1537,54 km² and 418.153 inhabitances (2014). Extended on 30 km radius around Cluj city Cluj motropolitane
zone includes two concentric rings, situated on the closest position to Cluj city and contained the communes: Apahida,
Baciu, Chinteni, Florești Aiton, Bonțida, Borșa, Căian, Ciurila, Cojocna, Gârbău, Gilău, Jucu, Petreștii de Jos,
Sânpaul, Săvădisla, Tureni and Vultureni.
For a better comparative reflections of my points of interest, I choose two communes which are situated on the first
concentric ring as Baciu and Apahida communes, Aiton and Borșa, from the second ring. All communes have a long
old habitation, which goes from roman period from nowadays, but they seem to have a different evolution. A short
look at the dynamic evolution, education, health, and culture access will be significant for the issue proposed.
AGRICULTURAL LAND AND ACTIVITIES IN MUREȘ COUNTY
TOFAN George-Bogdan, NIŢĂ Adrian
This study aims to analyse one of the most important land usages, that of agricultural land, which, in 2016, held 61.2%
of the entire territory of Mureş County. Of all the land uses, the most extensive are arable lands (220,797 hectares),
followed by pastures and hayfields (183,519 hectares), while orchards and vineyards occupied only 6,815 hectares. In
terms of crops, grain is the most widespread (corn, wheat and rye, barley, oats), followed by fodder plants (alfa alfa,
clover and corn), industrial plants (sunflower, canola, soybean, sugar beet), vegetables (tomato, cabbage, onion, edible
root vegetables, pepper, cucumber), as well as potatoes and melons.
DAS LEBEN UND DIE BRÄUCHE DES DORFES SALVA, WERTE DER KULTURLANDSCHAFT
VASILIȚĂ-CRĂCIUN Ileana-Cristina
Die Werte der Kulturlandschaft im Dorf Salva spiegeln außergewöhnliche Merkmale wieder und sind ein
unbestreitbarer Beweis dafür, wie der Mensch im Laufe der Zeit mit der Umwelt interagiert hat. Falls das Phänomen
der Globalisierung immer ungünstigere Situationen schafft, ist Ihre Existenz gefährdet, was den Verlust der
Identitätskomponenten nach sich zieht. Daher wird eine Diagnose der regionalen Dynamik, aber auch einige
Vorschläge für eine künftig harmonische Entwicklung als notwendig erachtet.
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON DEMOGRAPHIC RISKS IN OLTENIA’S SMALL TOWNS
VÎLCEA Cristiana, ȘOȘEA Cristina, POPESCU Liliana
The dynamics of the urban system in Oltenia is closely correlated with processes of historical, socio-economic and
political nature that have significantly influenced the hierarchical distortions of urban settlements. In this sense, as a
result of forced industrialization and legislative interventions, small towns in Oltenia have undergone disruptive
dynamics during the post-communist period and they individualize by a rather marked demographic “poverty”,
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massive migration of the labour force, a pronounced economic restructuring and implicitly, a loss of urban
characteristics. The study highlights the fact that small towns remain most numerous (their number increasing during
the last 3 decades) and have a significant share within the urban network in Oltenia, the proportion of the inhabitants
of these towns in the total urban population having been constantly increasing during the last decade (from about 25%
in 2007 to over 33 % at the moment). The indicators we have used (demographic ageing, gender gap, infant mortality,
general mortality rate, economic dependency, poverty) and the extrapolation of evolution trends highlighted the fact
that this phenomenon masks an increased demographic risk, currently specific, because the social and economic status
of this category of urban settlements can rather be associated with the rural. All data and modelling scenarios were
processed using the tools of Spatial and Geostatistical Analysis functions in a GIS environment. The paper also focuses
on the main groups of social risks, particularly the unemployed, Roma population and children at risk, highlighting
critical situations for some of the small towns.
THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE AS A FACTOR OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN THE
TRANSYLVANIAN PLAIN
VODIȚĂ Adrian, BARTA András-István, SCHUSTER Eduard, RABOȘAPCA Irina, CIOANCA Lia-Maria
The diverse cultural landscape from the Transylvanian Plain constitutes a strong basis for the development of local
tourist activities. This diversity is the result of the ethnic structure, which induced different land use patterns, produced
various rural architectural types, and multiple cultural models. The combination of these factors effected a variety of
cultural landscapes, that are influencing the tourism in the area. Promoting these landscapes as potential development
factors for tourism represents one of the main activities that may improve the living standard for the local communities.
GENDER GAP IN HIGHER EDUCATION. ENROLLMENT DATA FROM “BABEȘ-BOLYAI”
UNIVERSITY
BÎRSĂNUC Elena-Manuela, MAN Titus-Cristian
The higher education enrollment gap has been studied often in the past years. The gender gap in higher education has
deepened in the last decades rising questions about the causes and consequences of this phenomena. The present study
analyses the gender gap in higher education based on evidence from “Babeș-Bolyai” University (UBB) enrollment
rates for the 2013-2018 period. The main objective is to examine the gender differences regarding the main study field
chosen by the high school graduates, also taking into consideration the distance between home residence and
educational institution addresses, the age and the variation between high school profile and faculty specialty, and their
hypothetical causes. The international trend (with higher rates of women in higher education than men) is also relevant
at a national scale leading to a reversal in the gender gap compared to previous decades. The results show relevant
information about UBB gender enrolling rates by domains, polarizing areas, age and residence area. Thus, after 2013
the enrollment trend reversed, having higher rates of students from urban areas (27% in 2013, 63% in 2018). In
addition, it was noticed that the female enrollment in higher education was constantly greater than male’s, in both
rural and urban areas, varying between 61-63%. Furthermore, the analysis showed changes between high school
profile and faculty domain, based on current job availability and the labor market trend. Relevant gender fluctuations
were registered in technical and information technology, as well as in economy, social, and political sectors.
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PERSPECTIVES OF THE TERRITORIAL PLANNING IN BUKOVINA
CHIRIȚĂ Viorel
The paper proposes the analysis of possible territorial planning scenarios, associated with the mining tourism,
ecotourism and territorial relations between adjacent communities and protected areas or the potential generated by
rural and urban cultural landscapes in Suceava County. In the new Master Plan of Suceava County are identified areas
with favorable relations to the association between the natural and cultural potential for tourism, especially in the
extra-Carpathian areas or from the eastern border of the Obcina Mare, on the axis of Moldova or in the Țara Dornelor
(Dornelor Land ). Also, through the field studies carried out within the DIPACULT project, the scenarios for the
development of the Bucovina rural area take into account the mining areas and the adjacent rural ones, with all their
particular dimensions of legal, economic, social, perceptual dimension but also the possibility of new potential for
sustainable development in communes: Șaru Dornei, Fundu Moldovei and Ostra, benefiting from the know-how of
closed mining areas in Wallonia (Belgium). Considering our approach associated with the current trends of tourism
development in Bukovina, through the new types of tourism resources and proposes a new form of tourism, tourism
for the former mining areas, in a perspective of planning the rural territory, which is added to the layout of the dominant
geographical territory: cultural, white or green tourism in Bucovina.
REAL ESTATE MARKET IN FLORESTI, CLUJ COUNTY. EVOLUTION AND TRENDS
DOHOTAR Vasile
Floresti is the locality in Romania with the most spectacular development, of the last 30 years, especially after 2006.
Thus, in a little over 10 years, the population of the locality has increased from 7,600 inhabitants in 2007 to 33,000
inhabitants in 2017, appreciating that together with the non-residents the population is approaching 50,000 inhabitants.
In terms of real estate development, during the mentioned period, Floresti exceeded the ""great neighbor"" Cluj Napoca, as the number of housing units, respectively over 16,000 units compared to over 12,000 units in Cluj Napoca. Named a ""bedroom neighborhood"", after others an ""urban suburb"" of Cluj - Napoca, Floresti is, de facto,
a completely urbanized city, by itself, with its own economy, administration, etc. Considered in the public perception,
as an “urban failure”, at least in the first years of development, after the real estate crisis of 2008 - 2011, this perception
about the location has largely faded. Today we can talk about positive aspects in real estate development, both
territorially and under the aspect of urban amenities and infrastructure.
THE LIFE CYCLE OF BROWNFIELDS. SOME CASE STUDIES OF MILITARY BROWNFIELDS IN
ROMANIA
FILIP Sorin
Numerous studies carried out after 2000 reveal the need for brownfields inventory and their classification into one of
the generally accepted categories. From this point of view, it is noted that some studies have addressed the theoretical
and practical aspects associated with brownfields, such as their classification; the main types of brownfields analyzed
are industrial, agricultural, military, commercial, sports or infrastructure. One of the ubiquitous concerns both in the
form of reports and scientific articles is that of brownfield rehabilitation, both as a mode of action and efficiency. The
political and geostrategic changes in Europe after 1990 were also reflected in the restructuring of the national military
systems. In addition, the integration into NATO of many Eastern European countries, including Romania, has resulted,
among other things, in the abolition of a high number of military units. Thus areas were generated that gradually
received attributes that allow them to fall into the category of brownfields. Their number, their considerable surface
and their spatial position make them have territorial implications in the topics of local planning and development.
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Such areas were identified, monitored and analyzed on the basis of multiple criteria that allowed the identification of
evolutionary patterns, opportunities but also of negative examples of functional reintegration.
FUNCȚIONALITATEA URBANISTICĂ A SPAȚIULUI AMENAJAT. STUDIU DE CAZ: MUNICIPIUL
REGHIN
GHERASIM Rareș
În concordanță cu gradul de efectuare al funcțiilor din cadrul sistemului din care face parte, orice unitate administrativteritorială și în speță spațiul amenajat aparținător își poate creiona o direcție organică de dezvoltare. Mai concret, prin
direcție organică de dezvoltare ne orientăm asupra conceptului de dezvoltare durabilă ale cărei beneficii se vor reflecta
în primul rând prin accesul la fonduri neramburasabile oferite de către Uniunea Europeană iar impactul se va evidenția
prin creșterea calității vieții și dezvoltarea comunităților. Perspectiva realității din România arată deocamdată o
orientare mai degrabă spre sustenabilitate pe termen scurt ca urmare a situațiilor economice problematice sau
instabilităților politice. Totuși această atât de necesară tranziție spre durabilitate începe să își fac simțită prezența și
utilitatea. Însă problema ce persistă o reprezintă incapacitatea de acces la fonduri, cauzată de lipsa funcționalității
(statute acordate fără temei, lipsa de transparență decizională, birocrație, corupție). Reforma administrativ-teritorială
poate aduce, în schimb, soluția la accesarea fondurilor și accelera dezvoltarea atât de necesară. Cercetarea de față își
propune să analizeze funcționalitatea urbanistică a spațiului amenajat din unitatea administrativ-teritorială Reghin
folosind aplicații de sisteme informaționale geografice în analiza datelor și concretizarea acestora în modele
algoritmice obținute conform unei metodologii de cercetare compusă din partea de culgere a datelor din teren, crearea
de date noi, preluarea și bineînțeles procesarea datelor urmată de interpretarea acestora. În cadrul lucrării vor fi vizate
aspecte ce țin de evoluția spațio-temporală, vulnerabilitatea teritorială, pretabilitatea la extinderea urbanistică și
analiza funcționalității spațiului amenajat, alături de gestiunea integrată a acestuia.
MOMENTE DE RĂSCRUCE DINTR-UN SECOL DE ACTIVITATE GEOGRAFICĂ ROMÂNEASCĂ.
PRIVIRE SPECIALĂ ASUPRA SITUAȚIEI DE LA CLUJ
HODOR Nicolaie
Atât pe plan mondial, cât și în România, s-a scurs un secol agitat, cu vremuri de pace, dar și cu războaie și revoluții.
Au fost și perioade de democrație, dar și dictaturi, ani de bunăstare, dar și de foamete și de crize economice.
Constituirea statului unitar, prin unirea celor mai importante provincii românești a dus la consolidarea țării. Geografia
s-a dezvoltat în mod corespunzător și s-au înființat noua facultate de la Cluj. Doi mari geografi, Emmanuel de
Martonne si George Vâlsan au inițiat noi curente și direcții de cercetare și de studiu la Cluj. În noul război, care a
urmat, s-au pierdut multe vieți omenești, teritorii și resurse. După aceea, statul a fost condus, în mare parte, de străini.
Îngrădirea libertăților democratice pentru aproape o jumătate de secol a împiedicat dezvoltarea științei geografice. În
facultățile de geografie, s-au introdus ca discipline obligatorii de studiu materii politice și Geografia URSS. Fondatorul
geografiei românești moderne, Simion Mehedinți și alți geografi de mare valoare au fost interziși. Alții au fost
întemnițați. Singurul conducător de doctorat din țară care a rezistat a fost Tiberiu Morariu de la Cluj. În timpul lui
Ceaușescu a avut loc o mică destindere spre libertate, dar au rămas interzise multe ramuri științifice antropogeografice.
După anul 1989, și-au găsit locul în planurile de învățământ mai multe discipline științifice moderne, s-au înființat noi
facultăți și specializări. În ultimii ani, a apărut din nou o serie de îngrădiri dictate de conjuncturile politice. De-a lungul
acestui secol, s-a menținut mereu o legătură puternică între sistemele politice și economice și desfășurarea activităților
geografice .
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ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF ROMANIA'S LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PLANS
HOSSU Constantina-Alina, IOJA Ioan-Cristian, MITINCU Cristina, ARTMANN Martina, HERSPERGER Anna
Environmental action plans are intended to provide the main guidance for environmental protection, playing a vital
role in reconciling environmental protection with social and economic development. However, there is limited
understanding of the quality of such environmental plans. Therefore, our study aims to systematically evaluate the
quality of Romania’s Local Environmental Action Plans (LEAPs). We used a theoretical framework based on both
rational and communicative approaches to evaluation and an in-depth content analysis of 32 LEAPs to
comprehensively assess the plans. Our results indicate that LEAP quality is moderate overall. Most of the plans explore
the current environmental conditions and pressures that require attention and identify a wide range of actions to address
environmental issues. LEAPs are moderate in identifying tools for implementation and monitoring provisions and
ensuring the participation of public in the planning process, but weak in establishing goals and coordination across
different governmental levels. The communicative content of the LEAPs reveals a moderate ability of plans to craft
an appealing policy message. Our study offers recommendations for LEAPs coordinating agencies so that they
accelerate improvements to the plans by strengthening the weak plan quality principles.
URBAN PROTECTED AREAS - A NEW WAY TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABILITY IN URBAN
PLANNING?
IOJA Cristian, NIȚĂ Mihai, BREUSTE Jurgen
Urban protected areas constitute a new challenge for urban planning and management, being an alternative instrument
for cities to achieve a their livable, resilient and sustainable targets. In comparison with natural protected areas, urban
protected areas have very flexible rules for designation, being smaller, more fragmented, more disconnected and more
vulnerable to human threats. Urban protected areas are valuable in terms of biodiversity and ecosystems, being enough
to have a few protected species or ecosystems to offer the arguments for their designation. The presentation shows
different perspective of urban protected areas around the world and how they are included in planning process. The
ecological, social and planning dimensions are considered.
FORUM THEATRE? METHOD OF TEMPORARY PARTICIPATORY PLANNING OF THE SOMEȘUL
MIC RIVER IN CLUJ-NAPOCA, ROMANIA
KOBULNICZKY Bela
In this paper, we will present the research results focusing on the forum theatre as a method of temporary participatory
planning of the Someșul Mic River in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. The forum theatre is a non-formal education method,
the purpose of such research is to achieve inter-human connections through various techniques. Besides the nonformal framework, the natural environment will be presented by the contribution of the Somesul Mic River to this
activity, as well as to the local community. The starting point of this research is how the local community will
collaborate on the deployment of such an activity. In order to verify the feasibility of this activity, we used the
semistructured interview, while collaborating with various non-governmental organizations, university students, and
professors. The statistics obtained as a result of interviewing inhabitants of Cluj-Napoca will be reflected in the future
organization of such an event. The conclusions focus on the impact of non-formal education on improving human
relationships, but above all on overcoming the existing boundaries in a community.
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HOW SMART IS SMART ENOUGH? MOBILITY AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN CLUJ
METROPOLITAN AREA
MAN Titus-Cristian, RUSU Raularian, MOLDOVAN Ciprian-Sandu, BÎRSĂNUC Elena-Manuela
Recent housing developments show increasing pressures on urban and suburban areas. Often, these developments
generate additional flows of commuters to urban attractors impacting mobility due to the condition of the road
infrastructure which does not develop at the same pace. Cluj Metropolitan Area is a mono-centric system polarized
by Cluj-Napoca City which concentrates 45% of the total county population. Since 2011, the population of the
metropolitan area increased by 15.7% (almost 14 000 persons) while the population of Cluj-Napoca remained
relatively constant. Thus, increasing values of car traffic are registered requiring optimal solutions for a better urban
mobility management (volume-capacity ratios less than 75% for road segments and junctions) including but not
limited to: public transport development (infrastructure and dedicated bus lanes), car-sharing and carpooling solutions
leading to limited usage of private cars and green transportation. Nowadays, at global and European scale, the main
solutions are focused on the use of hybrid cars, alternative means of transport such as bicycles or electric scooters.
Although these are mainly individual choices, they could be adopted by the local authorities and integrated in urban
development strategies and transport policies.
USING GIS TECHNOLOGY FOR MAPPING AND ANALYSIS OF TOURIST FLOWS FROM SIGHETU
MARMATIEI DESTINATION
MĂRAN Petru Daniel, KOSINSZKI Sorin Alin, BILCEC Maria Emilia
The analysis of the tourist flows within a tourist destination allows a better management of that particular destination.
Understanding the intensity and dynamics of tourist arrivals is useful for both tourism investors and local public
administration who carry out projects regarding the development of the tourism and general infrastructure in the
receiving region. Also such information is absolutely necessary for the tourism marketing, in order to adapt the region's
offer on the tourism market. The paper presents a statistical and spatial analysis data collection system regarding the
tourist flows from the destination of Sighetu Marmației. This model is used within the National Center for Tourism
Information and Promotion in the municipality of Sighetu Marmației for the registration of visitors. The data collected
during 4 years of operation of the tourist information center can be considered as a statistically representative sample
on the tourist flows from the ethnographic region Maramureș, allowing the statistical, demographic and spatial
analyses to be carried out within the management of visitors from the tourist destination Sighetu Marmației.
GIS MODELLING FOR THE PROSPECTIVE RESEARCH OF SKIING AREAS FROM THE
ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS
MĂRAN Petru Daniel, KOSINSZKI Sorin Alin, BILCEC Maria Emilia
The conducted research aimed at the spatial analysis of the winter sport resorts from our country with the purpose of
determining a favorable index for the development of the skiing area in Romania. The model was developed using the
ArcGIS Pro Software and the Maxent statistical pack. A series of climatic variables, topography layout, demographic
and accessibility factors were analyzed in order to achieve the spatial distribution of the skiing area. The model has
produced excellent predictive results, being a useful tool for the superior capitalizing of the entire Carpathian tourism
potential on arranging skiing areas. In order to verify the model implemented with Maxent, a case study is carried out
on identifying the areas favorable to the arrangement of the skiing domain within the administrative territory of Sighetu
Marmaţiei.
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URBAN PLANNING IN ROMANIA – ASSESSING THE REGULATIONS AND POLICIES DIRECTED
TOWARD NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS
MITINCU Cristina-Gabriela, IOJA Ioan-Cristian, NIȚĂ Mihai-Răzvan
The development of urban areas is influenced by a series of factors like natural characteristics, demographic and
economic evolution and the urban planning approach. The dynamic and rapid transformations which often occur has
raised many problems in the management and planning of these areas. Nature-based solutions represent the key of
improving environmental quality through which urban areas can increase their resilience to new environmental
challenges and promote sustainable demographic and economic growth. Nature-based solutions should find their role
in urban planning in order to overcome the specific implementation problems. Thus, the study identifies the official
documents approved at national, regional and local level regarding the subject of urban ecosystem resilience and the
approach of nature-based solutions and analysis theirs integration potential in urban regulations and policies
(environmental permits, development and environmental plans and strategies). After, we applied an evaluation
protocol using an scoring system in order to evaluate the information base, the objectives and implementation means
of nature based-solutions. The results show that the analyzed documents, there are no direct references to nature-based
solutions. However, a number of measures have been identified that have the potential to integrate different categories
of nature-based solutions, mainly into domains such as: air quality, water management, biodiversity, natural hazards,
transport, agriculture and landscape. Thus, the decision makers must establish evaluation methodologies and address
concrete targets and measures aimed to urban management, viewed in terms of environmental impacts.
THE MENTAL DELIMITATION OF HUEDIN’S LAND
MORAR Livia Gina
The present paper aims to present the regional particularities of Călata Land or „Ținutul Huedinului„ considering same
historical facts. This land is a geographical area where can be found the populațion but it has same particularities
compared the territories. „Ținutul Huedinului„ has a stereotipical position between Mții Apuseni, Pod.Transilvaniei,
Pod.Someșan. The main influence is from the Cluj region, „Ținutul Huedinului„ includes autentic romanian
population from Muntele Mare, Mții Vlădesei and Nadășului, Căpuș..
AXELE GEOGRAFICE DE DEZVOLTARE TERITORIALĂ IN JUDEŢUL SĂLAJ SI VALOAREA AXEI
PANIE Sergiu
The article studies the geographical space of Sălaj county, highlights the types of geographical development axes identified
in the county. The orographic axes, centred on the mountainous units of Apuseni Mountains, part of Western Carpathians.
The hydrographic axes, the network of springs and rivers, which is characterised by a flowing regime permanently
influenced by the quantity of rainfalls. The transport axes assure the internal connectivity in the geographical space of the
county and external connectivity to the North-West area of Romania and South-East of Europe. The economic axes support
and assure the development of multidimensional connectivity between municipality, towns and communes of the county, in
the current globalization background. The tourist axes, interdependence elements of tourist objectives and businesses.
Presentation of a case study, the geographical development axis of Someşului River-Căpâlna-Gâlgău-Ileanda-JibouBenesat, identified in the North-Eastern geographical dimension of Sălaj county, on the water stream and the meadow of
Someș River. The research of this topic uses the scientific form of geographical development axes, highlights and makes
the analysis of territorial elements in axis: communication paths by road, railways, categories of use of the land, value of
axis, etc. For data processing and obtention of results that we presented, we used methods and techniques of geographical
software systems.
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INCLUSIVE TOURISM COMMUNICATION AND ACCESSIBLE TOURISM IN CLUJ-NAPOCA
MĂLĂESCU Simona, PÂRVULESCU Mara
Accessible tourism still faces challenges in a series of developed countries around the world. Usually the practical
challenges are more obvious, but the theoretical challenges and the legislative ones in adapting the tourism
infrastructure are equally important. This paper address the issues in the Romanian context and present the state of the
art in the autochthonous research. Empirical evidence is presented on the way heritage is communicate for special
needs tourists in the broad context of accessible tourism infrastructure adaptation of the city-center of one of the
Romania`s most visited urban destinations: Cluj Napoca. In the last years accessible tourism was correlated with the
concept of eudaimonic wellness. With this aim in sight or just reproducing good practice examples, Cluj Napoca
seems to be on the right track (although at an incipient stage) in respect of adjusting and designing tourism
infrastructure and mindsets in order to make the touristic city more accessible. Gradually, starting from 2013, the
presence of tourism facilities emerged in Cluj Napoca including 3D maps with legend elaborated in Braille alphabet,
miniatures and tactile models, digital audio and visual impaired adapted contents for emergent technologies devices.
Thematic tours for the Middle Age and Antic cultural heritage are also available in order to safely and appropriately
be explored by the visual impaired tourists. Cultural institutions (museums, theatres, opera houses etc.), religious
objectives and cultural centers seem to be among the spear-head institutions in their quest to accommodate special
needs tourists. The most widely spread adaptation of the tourism infrastructure in Cluj Napoca address motor impaired
tourists` needs. Considering the amplitude of the infrastructure adaptation (and funding) needed for appropriate
inclusive tourism (hence the latency in development), the less costly immediate action should be developing the SP
applications intended to facilitate the tourism experience for all types of impaired tourists. An app can give
recommendations and direct information at any moment during their trip about the localization and facilities offered
by their points of interest in accordance with their interests and compatible with their restrictions. The appropriate
form of heritage interpretation could be associated and the information filtering and contents could be personalized
based on the profile and customer data already collected by the smartphone on the user.
THE GEOGRAPHICAL AXES OF DEVELOPMENT
POP Călin Cornel, LAZĂR Aurelia
The geographical axis can be defined as a line of spatio-temporal force allowing in a temporal-spatial manner the
geographical diagnosis and prognosis of a territory that can take different geometric conformations and sizes according
to the capacity of componental polarization (Pop, 2003). The geographical axes consist of elements and the way they
behave reflects the operating conditions. The operation links in a unified complex the ensemble of the aspects that act
on these types of structures integrating them to their natural environment, the historical background and relations,
offering them the means with which they can accommodate to the higher complex (region, country, continent) and
can integrate the lower complexes (networks, nodes, scenery). In a geographical axis the relations are diverse, complex
and perform material, energetic, informational and relational functions. The relations stand as subject to permanent,
temporary and random factors, which also influences and directs them. The relationships are of a synergistic,
coevolutive and mutual support type. Reflecting the relations, it results at different times varying fragility, degradation,
stability or regressive conditions. Regarded as territorial structures the geographical axes fulfill, offer and carry at
least three of the characteristics of the smart structures namely: the geographical axes are ordered structures; the
geographical axes are coherent structures; the geographical axes are organizational structures. The geographical
phenomenon is structured according to specific dimensions, which allow the systemic ordering for the factual
geography, which thus will put new states, always different from the previous ones, but with proportional loads
according to the material, energetic and informational potential from the system of origin or acceptance. The
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dimensions of the geographical axes as systems are functions of the collecting and operation capacity of that system.
Moreover, the axis disposes of other territorial charges such as history, demography, settlements, the social charge,
education, politics, government, culture, religion, ethnicity, technics etc. The present state of the axis (Sp) does not
depend only on the present action, but it is a sum, an accumulation of all the already undertaken, past actions (At).
The future status of the geographical axes (Sv) will also depend on the present actions of this (Ap). Therefore, under
the form of equations we have: Sp = Σ At; Sv = Sp + Σ Ap.
DINAMICA CONSTRUCȚIILOR ÎN MUNICIPIUL CLUJ-NAPOCA (2008-2018)
POPA Marcel-Lucian, SURD Vasile, PĂCURAR Bogdan-Nicolae, NICULA Alexandru-Sabin
Cercetarea noastră explorează într-un context relațional dinamica construcțiilor din orașul Cluj-Napoca, în ultimul
deceniu. Sursele de date utilizate provin din cadrul primăriei Cluj-Napoca respectiv imobiliare.ro/cluj. Baza de date
conține 19195 de înregistrări valide cu privire la clădiri, autorizații de construcție, modernizări de construcții, parcări,
afișaje publice/private și alte infrastructuri teritoriale. Analiza multicriterială bazată pe omogenitatea arhitecturală,
urbanistică și istorică, a facilitat decuparea intravilanului pe cartiere, zone și subzone. De asemenea, studiul s-a axat
pe realizarea unor corelații între destinația autorizațiilor de construcție și caracteristicile pieței imobiliare (prețul
terenurilor, al imobilelor) în vederea cartografierii zonelor de presiune/relaxare în sectorul construcțiilor imobiliare.
Rezultatele cercetării surprinde dinamica pulsatorie și trendurile construcțiilor și a prețurilor imobiliare în diverse
contexte concurențiale, diferențiate crono-spațial. Cercetarea noastră aduce în lumină un topic de actualitate într-un
oraș în care dinamica construcțiilor și piața imobiliară comportă un ritm de creștere accelerat și diferențiat ca
intensitate, în raport cu ceilalți poli de creștere competitivi la nivel național. În final, studiul încearcă să răspundă la
următoarele interogații: (1) ”urbanismul derogatoriu și ritmul actual de construcții poate conduce la o dezvoltare
sustenabilă a orașului Cluj-Napoca?” (2) ”trendul actual de dezvoltare imobiliară respectă principiile unei planificări
spațiale urbane sustenabile?”.
EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE AND LOCAL DYNAMICS: TIMIȘOARA AND NOVI SAD
POPA Nicolae
The article proposes a reflection on the evolution of the logic of designating the European capitals of culture, focusing
on the stakes pursued and the differences of impact on local urban life. The case study on the cities of Timișoara and
Novi Sad, designated CEaC for the year 2021, is centered on the comparative approach of the applications,
respectively on the evaluation of the degree of implementation of the projects. We analyze in particular the orientation
towards capitalizing on the local entrepreneurial spirit, by developing creative industries, with a significant role in
regenerating the urban heritage and stimulating the participatory spirit. The similarities and differences between the
two cities that polarize the DKMT euroregion are highlighted, both in the sphere of patrimonial inheritance and in that
of exploiting the development opportunities created by the title obtained in 2017. The contrasts between the proposed
objectives and the mobilization for their achievement, respectively the elements of collaboration between the two
cities, in the perspective of the year 2021, are also highlighted.
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HOW DO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS CHOOSE THEIR FIELD COURSE AND HOW SATISFIED
ARE THEY WITH THEIR FIELDWORK EXPERIENCE?
RĂCĂŞAN Bianca-Sorina, EGRESI István
The same way that motivation is responsible for guiding and stimulating people in general and students, in particular,
to accomplish their goals and projects, satisfaction ensures the pleasure derived from these activities whether they are
needs, wishes or expectations that are formed by themselves or by living in today's society. The purpose of this paper
was two-fold: firstly, to determine why students from Faculty of Geography prefer stationary fieldwork over itinerant
field trip when it comes to choosing one that fulfills their commitments towards the Bachelor's degree program as part
of the professional development that they are aiming at through higher education; and, secondly, to study the level of
satisfaction of the students towards the main components of a fieldwork in terms of both learning and social
environment. In order to achieve an accurate understanding of the real motivation for this type of field trips and
satisfaction with the pedagogical design, not only that students were asked to fill in a questionnaire focused on rating
correspondent aspects of their overall experience on a scale of 1-5, but they also were invited to participate at a focus
group discussion (FGD) within which additional information emerged. Thus, data collection and analysis methods
and procedures involved quantitative methods that were reinforced by qualitative ones supporting all the answers to
the questions from the questionnaire with specific examples that were obtained during the FGD, enabling a set of
results and conclusions according to which the idea of spending some quality time in valuable interactions with others
- either with friends and colleagues, both in professional and social contexts, or with unknown people (locals, tourists,
specialists) willing to interact as well - turned out to be the main force and factor to ensuring successful experiences
in the opinion of most participants to the fieldwork.
DEVELOPMENTAL GEOGRAPHICAL AXES. CASE STUDY: CLUJ COUNTY
SĂPLĂCAN Cerasela-Cristina
Developmental Geographical Axes in Cluj County: specific forms of organization and sustainable development of the
territory, definition, organisation, relationing, semantics and scientific approaches.
EXPLORING TERRITORIAL DISPARITIES IN ROMANIA THROUGH A COMPOSITE INDEX
STOICA Ilinca-Valentina, ZAMFIR Daniela, TĂLÂNGĂ Cristian
The post-communist period in Romania was characterised by complex changes which lead to an uneven development
of the territory (both at the level of counties and regions). In this regard, the European policy is focused on achieving
a balanced regional development and cohesion and as a consequence on measures for mitigating the territorial
disparities. Against this background, the purpose of this paper is to address the issue of the territorial disparities in
Romania. The methodology is focused on two stages, as follows: construction of a development index, through the
aggregation of four sub-indexes (demographic, economic, social and infrastructure), composed by relevant indicators;
establish the spatial-temporal patterns. The results show that the economic growth is concentrated on western and
central areas. Moreover, similar with other European countries, the most developed area is the one that includes the
capital, and the least developed areas are the marginal ones (in the Eastern and Southern part of the country).
Meanwhile, another tendency is the polarization exerted by the large cities and the diminishing role of the small and
medium-sized towns. In conclusion, for mitigating the territorial disparities should be defined policies and strategies,
through a place-based approach depending on the local conditions.
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TERRITORIAL PLANNING SPECIALIZATION - STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES RELATED TO
LABOUR MARKET IN THE STUDENT’S PERCEPTION
TĂLÂNGĂ Cristian, ZAMFIR Daniela, STOICA Ilinca-Valentina
Lately, it can be noticed an increased concern of the decision makers and members of civil society regarding the
quality of education. In this regard, there is a need to correlate the demands of the labour market to the knowledge and
competences provided by the education system. This process implies, as a first step, the investigation of the student’s
perception about their vision of the labour market features. Against this backdrop, this paper aims to focus on students
of the Territorial Planning Specialization opinion about the employers' requirements, the employment opportunities
and the level of the knowledge’s acquired during the studies, etc. The methodology consists on applying questionnaires
and exploring the centralized results. The outcomes outline as a week points of the curriculum the lack of internships
(38.4% of the respondents) and the high quantity of theoretical information (17.8%). The employment opportunities
are very well known only by a small part of the students (11% of students in cycle I and 13% of those in cycle II).
Their perceptions about the skills required for a job in the territorial planning field are theoretical knowledge, practical
training and specific software. The support measures that should be taken for improving the labour market insertion
are professional practice (41% of the respondents), partnerships with employers (30% of the respondents), professional
orientation, etc. In conclusion, the curriculum structure should take into account the competences required on the
labour market, together with a better marketing of the specialization and more attractive teaching and learning
materials and tools.
ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE – SUPPORT FOR TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT IN CLUJ COUNTY
ZOTIC Vasile, ALEXANDRU Diana-Elena
Road infrastructure represents the basic support for the territorial mobility of people and goods and it is a key criterion
in localizing economic facilities in a territory. The main aim of this study is to identify the level of functionality of the
road infrastructure in Cluj County, to further argue if it can sustain transportation needs in the context of sustainable
territorial development. Our research was made in the field, where we identified and mapped all national, county and
local roads and supporting structures based on the provisions of the Governmental Decision no. 782/2014 on the
classification of roads into functional categories. Both quantitative and qualitative analysis was made according to
several criteria. Results show spatial discrepancies relative to network configuration, road quality and the facilities
provided, low capacity to sustain traffic and territorial development and other dysfunctions that determine traffic
congestion and limited connectivity. Although there has been certain economic growth and development, road
transport infrastructure remained outdated and disproportionate in terms of quantity and quality, maintaining the initial
configuration set in the 20th century. For conclusions, we learned that evident peripheral areas become noticeable in
the centre of Cluj County and we propose a set of strategic measures to substantially improve road infrastructure and
meet the needs for county economic development on medium and long term.
THE SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRE-INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPES IN MORAVIA (CZECH
REPUBLIC)
KOLEJKA Jaromir, NOVAKOVA Eva
The collectivization of agriculture and the nationalization of forests in the period of real socialism led to the merging
of land of small owners into large homogeneous areas, which completely overlaid the centuries-old varied mosaic of
fields, meadows and forests. The land privatization after economic and political changes in the former Czechoslovakia
after 1990 strengthened the trend of land consolidation. Small parcels of agricultural cultures are rare in the present
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landscape and become the subject of interests of the state protection of nature, landscape and the environment. At the
same time, such areas are interesting for the local administration as an attractive tourist object that can attract visitors
to the sites. In the historical territory of Moravia (eastern 1/3 of the territory of the Czech Republic), an inventory of
areas with preserved ancient structure of land use (not only small parcels, but also aristocratic estates on agricultural
and forest land) from the period before the main wave of industrial revolution in Moravia 1850 was realized. Each
site was assessed from 10 points of view. All localities were inserted into the GIS geodatabase and their multivariate
analysis was performed to estimate the regularities of their spatial occurrence patterns. The geodatabase itself is also
a testimony to their current state and level of threat. The sites are still subject to economic pressure on land
consolidation and large-scale land use. Their existence in the future is under threat and their number is decreasing
every year.
UNFORESEEN EVACUATION VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT FOR TARGU-MURES USING
CRITICAL CLUSTER MODEL
MAGYARI-SÁSKA Zsolt, DOMBAY Ștefan
As the society evolves, new challenges are emerging. A significant part of the challenges are related to security
(transport safety, safety of services, buildings safety). The ability of society to cope with emergencies is an important
factor in addressing the various challenges. This applies to both procedural and logistical preparation as well as
efficient utilization of facilities and infrastructure. But it’s also essential to know the limitations and shortcomings of
the infrastructure to be effective. This study examines the spatial and temporal situations that may present risk when
a particular site needs to be evacuated. For analysis we used the transportation network of the settlement and tried to
model the distribution of the population within the settlement. For vulnerability assessment we used the critical cluster
model with several scenarios, all based on the identification of the least capacity routes. As a result, we have been able
to identify locations where, in the event of an unforeseen emergency situation, there may be infrastructure barriers to
the safe evacuation of the site, which can be included in emergency management plans.
THE BUDGET OF ERROR FOR THE DEMS OBTAINED FROM SFM TECHNIQUE AND UAV IMAGES
NICULIȚĂ Mihai
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) obtained from UAV images using the Structure from Motion (SfM) technology are
becoming state of the art tools in geosciences for geomorphometry studies and rate of process estimation. Since the
resolution of the features and the rates of the processes are decametric or even centimetric, the error involved in the
georeferencing and in the geometry estimation is very important. In this work we assessed these errors using an
experimental setup in which we obtained SfM DEMs for a flat concrete surface. The reference dataset was obtained
using a terrestrial laser Scanner (TLS). By comparing the reference dataset with the SfM DEMs we were able to
establish that the most important things in terms of error budget are the GPSs, the camera calibration and the spatial
setting of the UAV images.
INTEGRATED CADASTRAL AND TECHNICAL DATABASES
UTASI Zoltán, HEGYI Balázs, MOLJÁK Sándor, RUSZKAI Csaba
Although the format, structure and treatment of cadastre databases (property, forestry, urban planning, utilities and
other registers with legal force) are different the basic principles regarding the future are the same (in harmony with
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the INSPIRE directives of the EU): establishing a uniform, integrated database containing up-to-date situations,
suitable for complex analyses, and in which the standards of various sources are harmonized. The present paper gives
recommendations for realizing the above and presents solution possibilities related mostly to Hungarian systems.
USING SENTINEL 2 IMAGES IN LIMNOLOGICAL STUDIES, IN MOLDOVA REGION
URSU Adrian , STOLERIU Cristian, IOSUB Marina, JITARIU Silviu, CHELARIU Oana, ENEA Andrei,
BRATIE,Marian
The bathymetry of the lakes is an important issue for the society , especially when you need to know the rhythm of
sedimentation on an artificial lake. The bathymetric studies are often very expensive and time consuming, that why
we try to use Sentinel Images in order to find out on a low budget, what is the situation. At the same time, illegal
garbage disposal creates lots of problems in the mountain lakes, and we want to see if the sentinel 2 images can help
the monitoring of this problem.
ANALIZA PRECIZIEI MĂSURĂTORILOR EFECTUATE CU DRONE - APLICAȚII
GEOMORFOLOGICE
IMECS Zoltán
Lucrarea analizează modul în care utilizarea punctelor de control (GCP) amplasate în teren în timpul ridicărilor
efectuate cu drona influențează precizia detelor obținute în urma prelucrării. Creșterea numărului punctelor de control
produce o creștere a preciziei? Modul de amplasare al punctelor are influență asupra preciziei? Care este precizia
verticală a măsurătorilor pentru a putea determina gradul de eroziune? Acestea sunt întrebările la care căutăm răspuns.
MAPPING THE ELECTORAL ELEMENTS IN ANGLO-SAXON NORTH AMERICA
BOAMFĂ Ionel
The paper refers to the cartographic representation of electoral elements for the United States and Canada, for the
interval 1789-2015. The electoral data – voter turnout, political preferences of electors – has been aggregated to five
years periods, beginning with the number 1 and 6 of each decennia (for the comparability of the data), at the level of
federal states (United States) and provinces or/and territories (Canada). The political options of electors have been
grouped by political families. As mapping method we have used the hierarchic ascendant classification, which can
highlight the chrono-spatial distribution of one or more variables and the representation of many variables at the level
of same period too.
ASSESSING RUNOFF CHANGE IN A QUICKLY DEVELOPING URBAN BASIN THROUGH GIS
Horvath Csaba, PANDI G., VIGH Melinda, VELE D., SOROCOVSCHI V.
Cluj-Napoca is one of the most dynamically developing cities of Romania, from the 90’s the built area of the city had
growth with almost 30% and it is predicted that with the contemporary development trend the city and it’s metropolitan
area will reach 500.000 inhabitants by 2030. Under these circumstances we follow the runoff in one particular small
urban basin from the city, a small river, which in today changing (natural and urban) climate will definitely have a
negative impact on the built areas. We analyzed the Gypsy River on the right bank of the Somesul Mic river, a small
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catchment with only 1,6 km2 area, over 90 % northern slope orientation and mostly under ten-degree slopes. The river
crosses one of the most visited tourist attractions of the city, the Cluj-Napoca Botanical gardens, and in recent times
the basin had a tumultuous land use development. The entire area of the basin is inside the built-up area of the town,
and we will see that in the last 60 years its land use changed dramatically. In case of small basins, it is well known
that there are only sporadic hydrometrical data available. For this we must assess the discharge values through indirect
methods which accuracy can be assessed then by expeditionary measurements. For this analysis we choose the SCSCurve Number method because it is based mainly on the areas land use and imperviousness characteristics, so one can
assess the changes in the runoff by estimating the changes in these factors. GIS analysis and remote sensing data is
used to assess the built-up area’s hydrological characteristics and the maximum pluvial flood values. Because
generally in case of small basins in urban areas we don’t benefit of hydrometrical control it is necessary to have quick
and reliable methods to assess with acceptable accuracy the maximal pluvial flood values, using modern techniques.
THE INFLUENCE OF RADIATION FROM THE FORMER URANIUM EXPLOITATIONS ON THE
ENVIRONMENT AND THE POPULATION. CASE STUDY: RĂNUȘA MINING OPERATION, ARAD
COUNTY
BREJE Mihai, BILAŞCO Ştefan, PETREA Dănuț, ROŞCA Sanda, FODOREAN Ioan, VESCAN Iuliu, PĂCURAR
Ioan
The influence of radiation from the former uranium exploitations on the environment and the population. Case study:
Rănușa mining operation, Arad county. Due to the beginning of the uranium exploitation in the communist period of
Romania, there has been a continuous increase in the number of cancer diseases in the areas of extraction and storage
of the ore and of the areas of storage of mining waste (tailings dumps). According to studies conducted by the National
Center for Health Assessment and Promotion, Arad county is in the top of counties as a rate of cancer diseases, and
the most predisposed are the inhabitants of the areas where in the past there were uranium mines. In this study we
tried to identify the problematic areas from the point of view of radioactivity in Arad county. A case study was
conducted for the Rănușa area, where are the pits, the entrance galleries in the former uranium mines and the
remaining tailings dumps. Proposals for troubleshooting the actual terrain situation were made, in order to protect the
health of the populated areas.
THE ASSESSMENT OF FAVOURABILITY AND SPATIO-TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF PINUS MUGO
IN THE ROMANIAN CARPATHIANS USING GIS TECHNOLOGY AND LANDSAT IMAGES
ROȘCA Sanda, ȘIMONCA Vasile, BILAȘCO Ștefan, VESCAN Iuliu, FODOREAN Ioan, DĂNUȚ Petrea,
PĂCURAR Ioan
Favourability classification for forest species represents a fundamental activity for deriving technological solutions in
forestry, as specialists need detailed information about the ecological requirements of forest species from
environmental factors: climate, pedological characteristics and morphometric characteristics of the study area. The
purpose of the present study was the use of the qualitative data extracted from the ecological records of the Pinus
Mugo species and the generation of a complex geospatial database for the entire territory of Romania. As input
parameters, this database includes the following factors: average annual temperature (ºC), average annual precipitation
amount (mm), length of bioactive time period (months), relative atmospheric humidity in July (%), wind speed,
altitude (m), slope exposure, the degree of basic soil saturation (V%), soil acidity (pH in water), azote supply (H% V
0.01, edaphic volume (m³/m²), capacity of water supply, soil compaction and texture. This database has enabled the
implementation of a quantitative model of favourability classification for the analysed species by applying geospatial
techniques of G.I.S. modelling. The results were represented by a collection of thematic maps generated on
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favourability classes for the Romanian Carpathians, as well as for the major landform subunits which had been the
basis for the statistical analysis of the results. The validation of the results was performed by comparing the results
obtained through the application of the model which used the frequency points reported in the European Atlas of the
forest species from Europe, 2016. In order to identify the spatio-temporal dynamics, LANDSAT satellite images from
30 years were used, which enabled the identification of the expansion and the reduction in size of the Pinus mugo area
at a zonal level, a process which is dependent on natural factors, like climatic variations, or anthropic factors
(overgrazing or works of cleaning the montain pastures).
TEACHING GEOGRAPHY WITH SMARTBOARD SOFTWARE (SMARTNOTEBOOK11)
GIURGIU Radu Florin
ITC( Information and Commnunication Technology) plays an essential role in modern day teaching.Using ITC tools
will help teachers and students to develop practical competences. This article will present ways to create innovative
apllications in the field of active learning.Smartnotebook11 offers a large array of activities ( interactive maps,time
line reveal,multiple choice,image select) which can develop competences from the geography school curriculum.With
the help of Smart Learnig Suite online platform student and teachers can share their apllications to other
Smartnotebook users.
MODELAREA TRIDIMENSIONALĂ A RELIEFULUI DIN MASIVUL POSTĂVARUL UTILIZÂND
MIJLOACE SIG ȘI IMPACTUL ASUPRA GEOTURISMULUI
MIRCEA Constantin Bogdan, STOIAN Ilinca Maria
Masivul Postăvarul este unul dintre cele mai căutate destinații de final de săptămână, de vacanță, existând interese
imobiliare în construirea de case de vacanță și blocuri locative, și având vârful la 1799 m este și unul dintre cele mai
accesibile. Lucrarea noastră își propune o nouă privire asupra analizei acestui masiv montan utilizând metodologii
diverse din spațiul SIG, în special din noua ramură a analizei tridimensionale, iar rezultatele vor fi integrate într-o
amenajare teritorială care se focusează pe geotruism, reducând pe cât posibil impactul omului.
ACCESSIBILITY OF COUNTY CENTERS IN ROMANIA USING GIS
HARANGUȘ Iulia
The study of social phenomena at county level is based on an important indicator - accessibility. A low level of
accessibility may limit the population's access to education, work and other services. Romania has developed in the
recent years at county level, due to foreign investments, technological changes etc., but this economic development
has depended on the transport infrastructure. If a locality has a good connection to the transport network, it becomes
attractive to potential investors, therefore a good connection of the county centers with different cities in Europe has
determined their development and, implicitly the implementation of some projects that place them higher on the
hierarchical level. The more a county center is more developed and more accessible to its population, even more can
be seen the differences in the economic profile of the population. In territorial analysis, the accessibility has a high
capacity for diagnosis and prognosis of the territory. In this study, the travel time to the county centers in Romania,
will be determined. At the same time, the localities attracted by another county center will be also determined.
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FLOOD HAZARD ASSESSMENT IN URBAN AREAS FROM MOLDOVA REGION, USING GIS
CHELARIU Oana-Elena, IAȚU Corneliu, STOLERU Anamaria Ioana, MINEA Ionuț
Most settlements from the region of Moldova are located / developed in areas with a high degree of risk, and the events
of the past two decades have highlighted the vulnerability of human communities by increasing the material damage
and through the reduced absorption capacity of the phenomenon. In the present study, the Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) supported by a Geographical Information System (GIS) is used to produce assessment map on flood hazard.
There have been identified 7 factors that influence the susceptibility of the territory to the wave propagation mode and
the areas that have expanded on risk classes. The factors chosen for applying the methodology are: slope, elevation,
profile curvature, lithological units, land use, distance from stream and soil texture. The map of flood hazard
distribution in the region of Moldova was based on the multi-criteria analysis, using the Analytical Hierarchy
Processes (AHP). The obtained result was validated using the vector files “flood areas” available on the INSPIRE
Geoportal, at catchment level. Within the eight counties of Moldova region, there are approximately 2500 localities,
which have a majority distribution along the hydrographic network. Thus, flood risk is an important issue for these
communities, and this kind of hazard must be taken into account when implementing territorial development strategies.
GEOGRAPHY VIEWED THROUGH THE AURA OF INNOVATION
CRIȘAN Ancuța Dana, CODREAN Paula Ioana
The need to correlate the theoretical background of the teacher's knowledge with the requirements of the students
anchored in a demanding reality from the point of view of the technical means. The arousal of the interest to conceive
geography as an interactive discipline, as a source of completing the need for innovation. The application
”LearningApps.org” has a dual character: - it aims at understanding and then deepening the knowledge taught in an
original way (tests, attractive files), at the same time, it aims at self-evaluation moment which implies the ability to
accept the rhythm of the requirements and adaptation to the required level. Expected / expected results: the ease of
adapting to the new, of folding on any field that involves innovation; the acquisition of teamwork skills, this summing
up a symbiosis between the student's curiosity and the teacher's desire to share his passion for geography.

ANALIZA UTILIZĂRII TERENURILOR CU AJUTORUL TELEDETECȚIEI ȘI TEHNICILOR GIS ÎN
BAZINUL RÂULUI COGÂLNIC (REPUBLICA MOLDOVA)
BUNDUC Tatiana, dr. BEJAN Iurie
Cogâlnic prin intermediul teledetecției și tehnicilor GIS. Pentru realizarea clasificării (automată supervizată) a
utilizării terenurilor au fost folosite imaginile satelitare Sentinel 2A (pentru luna iunie 2018) și programele ENVI 4.8
cu ArcGis. Rezultatele obținute cu ajutorul acestor tehnici au determinat o detaliere și acuratețe mai mare în
clasificarea utilizării terenurilor (în comparație cu imaginile Landsat). Pentru validarea rezultatelor obținute s-au
utilizat imaginile Ortofoto (pentru anul 2016), cu precizia de 20 cm. Efectuarea unei astfel de analize se poate dovedi
a fi extrem de practică în vederea realizării viitoarelor studii pentru diferite regiuni. În baza rezultatelor obținute,
constatăm că în cadrul bazinului râului Cogâlnic predomină terenurile arabile (40%), fiind mai extinse în partea
centrală și sudică. Peisajele forestiere ocupă 33,9%, fiind mai prezente în partea de nord și nord-vest (unde relieful
înregistrează cote mai înalte). Plantațiile viticole ocupă 9,7%, predominând pe terenurile înalte din nordul și nordestul bazinului. Terenurile ocupate de ape sunt destul de restrânse în limitele bazinului (circa 0,5%).
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EXPRESSING THE VULNERABILITY OF BEECH (FAGUS SYLVATICA) TO CLIMATE
ARIDIZATION BY GIS USING
ALA Donica, NEDEALCOV Maria
Beech (Fagus sylvatica) is an European species, spreading to the west, central and southern parts of the continent; in
the Republic of Moldova beech stands growing at the Eastern border of its natural area, occupy about 400 ha, in the
North-West of Codrii region (Ungheni, Nisporeni, Calarasi, Straseni administrative districts), at the altitude of 215 400 m. Although Fagus sylvatica is one of the dominant tree species’ in central European temperate forests, with high
physiological tolerance and competitiveness, drought sensitivity is assumed to be a key factor limiting growth and
distribution of beech near to its lower distributional limit (xeric limit) in Southern and South-Eastern Europe. Studies
suggest, also, a decline in beech regeneration or extensive beech dieback with worsening climatic conditions, so
researches, related to adaptation of tree native species to future climatic conditions, are recommended. In the trend of
unfavorable changes in the climate conditions (summer mean temperature has increased, while the annual rainfall has
shown a decreasing trend in Moldova), based on Beech tolerance index - QBTI, it has been tried to express the beech
vulnerability (during the vegetation period), in the central region of the country - the natural area of species spread.
Temporal change of this index for 1960-2017 in the Republic of Moldova was calculated based on 17 meteorological
station data, using Statgraphics Centurion XVI Program, ArcGIS Program, with the Spatial Analyst extension. The
used eco-climate index, indicates that optimal conditions for beech development are present on very limited areas,
direct competitors being the more tolerant species to dry periods. Per general, beech stands in Moldova, develop in
climatic conditions expressed by QBTI values between 15.0-17.0 units; lower values of this index (12.5-14.9)
correspond to the areas where the existing climatic conditions are favorable for the development of the Quercus sp.,
Fraxinus sp., Carpinus sp., Acacia sp., etc. In future climate trends, the expression of beech vulnerability to aridization
is quite important for the authorities, responsible for the sustainable management of the national forest fund.
INVENTARIEREA SPECIILOR DE VÂNAT DIN BAZINUL HIDROGRAFIC AL VIȘEULUI
UTILIZÂND TEHNOLOGIA U.A.V. ȘI TEHNICILE DE ANALIZĂ SPAȚIALĂ G.I.S.
CEUCA Vasile, ROȘCA Sanda
Cunoașterea în detaliu a fondului cinegetic din România este o preocupare de bază a experților în domeniu și a
cercetătorilor care alături de personalul calificat și pasionații de vânătoare doresc urmărirea în detaliu a animalelor
sălbatice de interes vânătoresc (a vânatului), a biotopurilor acestora precum și efectivelor reale dintr-o anumită
regiune, județ, unitatea administrativ teritorială, fond de vânătoare etc. La momentul de față inventarierea vânatului
se realizează de către personal calificat prin observări directe în teren însă această activitate implică un număr ridicat
de persoane, un timp îndelungat de realizarea a acestei activități precum și riscul erorii umane datorită caracterului
dinamic al vânatului. Ne propunem prin studiul de față să implementăm unui model conceptual, teoretic și funcțional
bazat pe tehnologia UAV dotată cu cameră termală și pe analiza spațială GIS ce va permite evaluarea efectivelor de
vânat, atât sub aspect calitativ cât și cantitativ, în timp real a vânatului mare din cadrul bazinului hidrografic al
Vișeului. Aportul practic este adus prin realizarea bazei de date de detaliu asupra fondului cinegetic și a fondului
forestier din cadrul zonei de studiu iar științific este bazat pe rezultatele obținute ce vor aduce actualitate și grad ridicat
de inovare în ceea ce privește situația reală din teren și utilizarea tehnologiei moderne pentru rezolvarea unor probleme
de actualitate ale fondului cinegetic.
MAPPING SOIL EROSION USING SENTINEL 2
IOSUB Marina, JITARIU Vasile, ENEA Andrei, ROȘCA Bogdan, URSU Adrian, MINEA Ionuț
World population growth, but also climate change, have strong impact on soil resources. Providing the necessary food
supply is a high importance subject, and due to soils over-exploitation, the faulty use of soil resources, the change of
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land use and the various highly unappropriate human activities that can lead to the loss of the soils upper layers, which
are rich in organic matter, can induce problems in the modern world. The aim of the present study is to evaluate the
soil surface affected by erosion trough remote sensing methods and focuses on a sample region from the Southern part
of the Moldavian Plain, located in Iasi county (with an agricultural area of approximately 381,000 ha, of which
256,000 ha are arable land) where an estimated erosion rate of 15-20 t / ha / year is recorded. The analysis implies the
use of Sentinel-2A satellite imagery to identify the degree of surface erosion of the soils at a regional level, and to
delimit soils affected by these processes. Following the analysis carried out on a surface of 200 km2, an area of
781,060 ha was identified to be affected by surface erosion, which represents 6% of the area of agricultural land in
the area of interest and 10.5% of the arable land not covered by vegetation.
USE OF T.I.C. RESOURCES IN GEOGRAPHY LESSONS
VESCAN Stanca-Ioana
In the last years it is observed that the use of ICT resources in the geography lesson leads to the increase of the active
role of the student in the teaching-learning-evaluation process, to the stimulation of the interest for the new, to the
stimulation of the visual memory, all these with visible results in increasing the attractiveness of the lesson and of the
school performance of the students. In order to achieve the main objective of the lesson, that of properly acquiring
geographical notions about the genetic types of morphology in Europe and correctly identifying on the map the main
major geographical units of European, many functions / applications of the Image Arrange type were used, Hot Spot,
Category Sort Image, Image Match, and for fixing / checking functions / applications such as Keyword Match,
Anagrams, Category Sort Text, Pairs.
The paper analyzed the efficiency of the use of classical material resources, such as the physical-geographical map of
Europe, the geographical atlas, the computer, the video projector, images, compared to the ICT / SMART resources
such as the digital physical-geographical map of Europe, the interactive table, the software Intuitext-Interactive
Lessons, SmartNotebook files, pursuing both the comparative attractiveness between them and their efficiency. The
main methodological resources used were brainstorming, explanation, cluster organizer, working with contour map
support, vertical chronological linear graph, photo-analysis.
LAND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS FOR APPLE ORCHARDS USING GIS
JITARIU Vasile, ENEA Andrei, IOSUB Marina, URSU Adrian
Apple farming has a high importance, first and foremost through its large area of distribution, and also through its’
importance in the world economy due to the fact that it plays a significant role in human nutrition and also in mitigating
or preventing diseases, as well as the fact that this crop may overlap with a land with higher slope values, therefore
taking use of terrains inappropriate for other types of crops. In Romania, the apple orchards have experienced a strong
development after 1950, when new varieties were introduced. This study aims to highlight suitable areas for apple
orchards according to its’ relations with the abiotic factors, through geographical information system (GIS) techniques.
In the current study the main vegetation factors of the apple culture that can delimit its land suitability for Romania’s
territory are taken into account: temperature, precipitation, landscape and soil cover. The information on optimum
requirements of apple culture in reference to climate, relief and soil were collected from published works and other
sources regarding pomiculture.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY FOR STORM WATER RETENTION BASINS LOCATION
IDENTIFICATION USING OPEN SOURCES SOFTWARE AND OPEN DATA
BEJENARU Gherman, CASTRAVEȚ Tudor, CĂPĂȚÎNĂ Lucia, DILAN Vitalie
This paper presents a methodology for identifying suitable locations for the collection of meteoric waters based on a
multi-criteria analysis. For modeling, open data and free and open source software solutions were used. Based on the
proposed methodology, 5586 potential suitable locations for stormwater retention basins were identified on the
territory of the Republic of Moldova.
APLICAREA SISTEMELOR INFORMAȚIONALE GEOGRAFICE (GIS) LA LECȚIILE DE
GEOGRAFIE ÎN ÎNVĂȚĂMÂNTUL GENERAL. STUDIU DE CAZ: ZONELE NATURALE ȘI ARIILE
NATURALE PROTEJATE DIN REPUBLICA MOLDOVA
SOCHIRCĂ Elena, MIRONOV Ion, MAMOT Vitalie
Scopul acestui articol este de a evidenția importanța și gradul de aplicare a SIG în procesul de predare-învățareevaluare a Geografiei în învățământul general, treptele gimnazială și liceală. Totodată, se urmărește prezentarea
oportunităților de utilizare SIG la lecțiile de geografie prin intermediul unui studiu de caz la treapta gimnazială, clasa
a VIII-a (Geografia fizică a Republicii Moldova).
AHP LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY MAP IN THE CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT REGION OF
ROMANIA
BILAŞCO Ştefan, ROŞCA Sanda, PETREA Dănuț, VESCAN Iuliu, FODOREAN Ioan, PAVEL Horațiu
Landslides are geomorphological processes that occur on large areas within the Transylvanian Depression causing
economic damage at the territorial level so the studies to identify their occurrence probabilities as well as the
reactivation of the old ones becomes very important in the process of spatial planning. The study was conducted for
the Central Development Region of Romania, at the level of the Alba, Mureş, Harghita, Covasna, Brasov and Sibiu
counties, so most of the studied territory is found in the Depression of Transylvania, a territory recognized by the
cumulative causative and triggering factors of the landslides of geology, relief morphology, triggering rainfall as well
as different degrees of anthropogenic intervention. Using AHP analytical hierarchy process (AHP) based heuristic
approach was adopted to generate landslide susceptibility map for this preliminary regional level the landslide
susceptibility study. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used as a tool for weighting and ranking the chosen
parameters, which represent the main causes for landslide susceptibility of the study area: altitude, depth of
fragmentation, density of plan curvature, profile curvature, aspect, slope, stream power index and wedness index. In
order to validate the results obtained following the application of the proposed model, some case studies were chosen
wirch represent territory affected by landslides that have a dynamic character depending on the variations in the
amounts of precipitation considered to cause landslides. The analysis of precipitation in relation to the momentss of
landslide occurence from Transylvania Depression highlights a very good correlation and identifies the large amount
of precipitation as the main landslide triggering factor.
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GIS BASED ANALYSIS FOR ASSESSING AND MAPPING TERRITORY’S SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
LANDSLIDES AND SOIL EROSION IN CLUJ COUNTY
DOLEAN Bogdan-Eugen, MOLDOVAN Ciprian, BILAȘCO Ștefan, PETREA Dănuț, CROITORU Adina,
HĂRĂNGUȘ Iulia
In Romania, soil erosion and landslides, together with the multitude geomorphological processes linked to
them, are some of the most common hazards which manifested in vulnerable areas with important human activities
can induce many negative effects. From this perspective, susceptibility assessment, is a very important task in terms
of spatial planning, frequently addressed in national and international literature.
Practical and theoretical approaches based on the use of Geographic Information Systems (G.I.S) and Remote Sensing,
combined with statistical and field extracted data, are the most advanced and recommended practices for evaluation,
modeling, mapping and planning the territorial vulnerability and risk areas, both at local, regional or global scale.
This research was focused on evaluating and mapping the territory's susceptibility to landslides and soil
erosion, using GIS spatial analysis and applying the most used methodologies in the literature, based on the latest data
available. Soil erosion have been analyzed using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). Landslide
hazard analysis have been performed by applying the national methodology, defined and regulated by law no.
447/2003; focused on estimating the degree of susceptibility by using a multi-variate analysis of the numerous relevant
factors, such as topography, geomorphology, hydrology, geology, lithology, climate, seismic, land use, etc.The
analysis was performed in Cluj county, which is one of the fastest growing regions in Romania. The area is very
important in terms of socio-economic and in the context of the current development rate, it has many challenges in
terms of spatial planning. Such a study is particularly important for defining vulnerable areas, where investments in
territorial infrastructure, constructions, agriculture, etc., must be carefully monitored and properly planned.
GIS LANDSLIDE PREDICTION MODEL AND SUSCEPTIBILITY MAP QUALITY ASSESSMENT.
CASE STUDY CLUJ-NAPOCA BUILT-UP AREA
CSABA Horvath, ROȘIAN Gh., RÉTI Kinga-Olga., BENEDEK Rozalia, RUS Mihai George
Cluj-Napoca is the most dynamically developing urban center of Transylvania, both in terms of urbanization and
population. The city has been developing rapidly in recent decades, to the detriment of its the natural environment. As
we know landslides represent the most devastating natural risk in many urban areas. From this perspective, it is
extremely important to map out existing processes and create a GIS model that can detect landslide-prone/susceptible
areas. The research uses geo-statistical methods of GIS to produce a complex, viable landslide model, for mapping
and forecasting areas that are prone to landslides in the future. Several factors are taken into account to create a
landslide susceptibility map, some are based on local characteristics (geology, anthropic influences), and others have
been identified in the literature (inclination, slope orientation, vegetation, etc.). For this analysis we used the modified
bivariate frequency ratio method that tries to find the best amalgam of factors that will influence/capture the
susceptibility to landslides.
THE WEATHER-CLIMATIC HAZARDS OF THE HOT PERIOD OF THE YEAR ON THE TERRITORY
OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
NEDEALCOV Maria, MÎNDRU Galina, ŢURCANU Viorica
The great climatic variability attested in the last decades is accompanied by great material damages. Over the last two
decades the extremes of precipitation have been repeated regularly. Thus, in the years 2000-2018, practically the
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absolute maximums exceed the value of 36oC, the absolute maximum being reached in 2012 (42,4oC). The absolute
maximum in the first decade of the 21st century (2000-2009) is 29,5 oC, and the thermal amplitude is 63,7oC
compared to 51,2oC in the last decade of the last century (1989-1999). In the second decade (2010-2018) the absolute
maximum temperature reaches values of 42,4oC. The thermal amplitude is 62,5oC. Such climate variability also
occurs within the rainfall regime. The torrential rains of 2008, 2010, 2013, besides the fact that they contributed to the
triggering of the landslides and to the linear erosion, also caused great material damages. The present paper represents
the estimation of the meteorological-climatic dangers in administrative-territorial profile. In this context, the Tmaps
were developed through GIS, which reflects the territories with a different degree of exposure to these risks.
USING REMOTELY SENSED VEGETATION INDICES FOR CROP YIELD MONITORING
STOLERIU Alexandra Petronela, BREABĂN Iuliana Gabriela,
RUSU Constantin
One of the objectives of agricultural production is obtaining the maximum yield of crops at minimum cost. If the
problems can be detected earlier, it can be managed and help increase crop productivity and profit later. Remote
sensing can be a very useful tool for agricultural management. In this study, remote sensing methods were applied to
estimate the field level yield. The study area is located in Iasi county, between 47 ° 18′01 ″ N and 27 ° 05′54 ″ E,
maize being one of the most important crops grown in the region. The analyzed area has 10352 ha, of which the total
agricultural area represents 78.88%, while maize covers 24.05%. The relief is developed on sedimentary rocks,
respectively clays and Sarmatic marls with fine alternations of fine sands, with a maximum altitude of 205 m. Soils
are mainly chernozem (48.62%), followed by alluviosols (6.78%) and anthrosols (2.43%). The aim of this paper was
to investigate the spectral vegetation indices for the prediction of agricultural crop production. In order to achieve this,
based to the specifics of the agricultural land use, the updated crop calendar highlighted the maximum growth period
for maize, six Sentinel 2 (2016-2018) satellite images, being selected to monitoring multiannual vegetation changes.
Remote sensing data in the form of vegetation indices were then compared with maize harvest dates. Vegetation
indices included in analysis were: Normalized Differentiation Vegetation Index (NDVI), Improved Vegetation Index
(EVI2) and Adjusted Soil Vegetation Index (SAVI). Findings reveal that remote sensing data can provide an accurate
estimation of crop yields and can be used to predict the harvest productivity or to increase the effectiveness of
traditional methods through near real-time productivity estimating.
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